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HISTORY OF

.ALBUQ,UER~UE

In the heart of lrew Mexico lies Bernalillo County,
. the smallest of all c aunties of the state. .

Its eastern

half is covered by the Sandia and Manzano Ranges while
the west is a high table land.

The Rio Grande's course

cuts almost through its center and it is this fer ti le
river valley that furnishes ample resources for the metropolis of the state, Albuquerque.

By the _4merican geographic.'.11 survey of 1906 the
. exact . location of the city was established a nd a bronze
marker was set up at the intersection of the 35°5' latitudinal and the 106°38' longitudinal lines, at an ele-

va: ti on of 4 , 9 5 3 feet • (1 )

The gen er.al slope of the country is from the

high-

lands to the river and the thorough dissection of these

sl o:Pes by numerous qanyon.s cause · complete drainage
resulting in the absence of lakes, ponds and swamps.
This complete drainage makes the mesas very dry and the
deep canyons through whi ch the streams flow make

1.
VIII.

Board of Councilmen.

Records.

Oct. 16 1 1906.

2.

irrigation of the mesas impossible.

(2)

These swiftly flowing mountain streams are also

responsible for the distribution of soil from the higher
l.evels.

The sudden heavy downpours of rain, that are

characteristic sweep large quantities of gravel and silt

from the mountain sides into the gulches and into the
river basin.

Because of this condition there is no uni-

form distribution of soil throughout the Rio Grande
Valley.

However, the chief kind found here is a light

gray sandy soil that contains a large amount of mineral
matter and is very productive when irrigated.

(3)

The important bearing of · climate on the development

in any region is evident, and novvhere is this seen :nore
clearly than in Albuquerque, a city that owes her whole
claim to the title, "Metropolis of New M:exi. co" to her

fortunate location and Yrnnderful climate.

Here we find

a high percentage of cloudless weather, a rare invigorating atmosphere, light rainfall, rapid evaporation,

low humidity, and considerable wind, especially in the
s:pring.

The follo--.:dng summary was talcen from a govern-

rnent bulletin on Hew 1fexico climate, the information

2. E. L. Hewett, and others. 7he Physiography of
the Rio Grande Valley, Nevi Mexico, in Relatio~ to Pueblo
Culture. 43-47. This is hereafter r~ferred to as
Bulletin 54.
3. E. L. Hewett.

Bulletin 54.

13-19.

•

3.

being secured fro~ the Albuquerque Experiment station. (4)
Su:nr.iary of records over 23 years of time, 1850-1917.

Average date of first killing frost ------ Oct. 23
Average d~ te of last killing frost ----- April 16
Earliest d~te of first killing frost ---- Sept. 17
Latest date of last killing frost -------- May 15
Average length of growing season -------- 191 days
Clear days ---~-------------------------- 222 days
Partly cloudy days ---------------------- 107 days
Cloudy days ----------------------------- 36 days
Average precipitation -------------------- 8 inches
Mea n annual temperature ------------- 55.7 degrees
Summer temperature ----------------- 70-75 degrees
vlinter temperature -:---------------- 30-36 degrees
Vegetation drys up rather than decays; me a t cures
in the open air without salt.
fQll comes in

he ~vy

The little rain that does

shouers during t h e summer months and

is followed by a long period of drouth.

The chief cause

of this situation is: during the wint e r months the winds

blow from the north and the northea st, passing over the
middle states, while in the summer t h ey come from the south,

southeast, and southwest, bringing moi s ture from both the
Gulf of Uexico and the Pacific Ocean.
The country is
are

so~e

~oor

in

natur~l

food . fish in the Rio

O~ande

(5)

food products.

and along its banks

grow a few berries, wild cherries, a nd wild plums.
is scarce, deer scarcer than in t he
England.

There

nort~ern

Game

part of New

Bears, wolves, vrildc a t3, puma s , squirrels and

4. C. E. Linney. Clima te in Relation to Cron
Adaptation in NB~ Mexico. 18.
5. C. F. Coan. A Hi s to ry of New· Me1:::ico.
I., 8.

.r

4.

and rabbits exist, but not in large numbers.

There are

some wild turkeys in the forests, but in general birds
are rare.

(6)

From the foregoing description of the country it
can easily be seen that the people from the earliest
times have not been able to depend upon the free gifts
of nature for their food and clothing but have been forced

to labor for all of life's necessities.

This had its

effect upon the class of Europeans that first settled
New Mexico.

They

ca~e

to the Rio Grande Valley, finding

it a desert waste and by the introduction of irrigation
turned it into the most productive section of the state,
grains, grasses, fruits and vegetables of the finest types
are grown.

(7)

Long before the first train came into Albuquerque
many people had made the dangerous trip across the continent by ox-team or stage coach in quest of relief from
tuberculosis, for even then, in the forties, Albuquerque
was .known as the center of the region where climatic
conditions

wer~

the best adapted to the successful treat- .

ment of diseases of the throat and lungs.
Another advantage of Albuquerque is its location at
E. L. Hewett. Bulletin 54. 19.
7. R. E. Twitchell. Leading Facts of New Mexico
u· t ory.
.J.~ls
III.,
5•
6.

5.

the natural cross roads of the st a te.

Before the

£ounding of the historic town the intersection of several
old trails at this point proves th a t the Indians had come
to this place to cross the river, and as is the case in

all undeveloped countries, the river valley was used as a
highway for traveling north and south .

With the coming

of the · first important railroad, the Atchison, Topeka ·and
Sa nta Fe, Albuquerque, rather than Santa Fe, was chosen
as its headquarters.

The line was built through this

section)not because the directors of the company believed
the traffic of the regions through which they were bui.lding was shfficient at the time to s upport the enterpri ae,
but hecause t .hey knew that the road would influence the
develo~ment

of natural resource s to such an extent that

it would rapidly create a profitable
volume of business. (8)
.....

Having considered the location, climate and resources,
the growth of the ":Metropolis of New Uexicol'll will be traced.
The conquest of the new world followed rapidly after
~ts

discovery.

In 1519 Cortes landed on the coast of

liexi.c.o with a band- of -Spanish soldiers.

By 1531 .after
)

much hard fighting, practically all of central Mexico was

conquered and permanent settlements had been planted.
Indian gossip of the
8.

11

s even 8ities 0 of the north fired

G. 13. Anderson.

Hi story: of n ew Mexico.

II. , 897.

6.

the imagination of the gold seeking, adventurous loving
Spaniards so that a great company was organized under
the leadership of Francisco Coronado to go into the new
region and claim it for the king.
was at Zuni.

Coronado's first stop

From this point he directed the exploration

of the country.

Hernando de Alvarado and a few followers

were sent east.

Y-lhen they arrived in the Rio Grande

Valley sometime in the late su.rnmer of 1540 they were so
impressed with the place that Alvarado persuaded Coronado
to establish his vrinter camp at a point not far north of
. modern Albuquerque.

This '\"ms the fir s t European ex(9)

pedition to reach . the upper Rio Gra nde.

The fi.rst pe r manent settlement in New Mexico was
.

.

made by .Juan de Onate and his followers at San Juan,
.July 11, 1598.

(10)

Tradition sa ys tha t as Onate was

moving up the Rio Grande he establi shed a military post
on the west bank of the river opposite the site of the
present town of Albuquerque.
came and
up and

~rom

do~n

(11)

La ter,

the river.

The Pueblo uprising of 1680 wiped

altars were burned or torn do-rm.

Mexico.
11.

explorers

1598-1680 some rural settlements were made

ou:t · all tr~ ces of thi~ early occu~ation.

9.
10.

ot~er

Churches and

Governn ent records and

c.

F. Coan. .h. Hi s tory of New B: exico. I., 159 •
J. c. Vaughan·. Hi s tory ·and Government of New
46.
G. B. Anderson. Histdr~ of New Mexi co. II., 526.

,

7.

everything that reminded the rebelling savages of
Christianity and the Spaniards were destroyed.

Even the

Indians who h a d been baptized by the Christian priest
were publ icly washed in the Rio Grande to cleanse them
of the stain.

The work of a century was undone.

The freedom the Indians had secured -b y driving out
the Spaniards was short lived.
conq~est

Aln ost at once a re-

of the country was started.

Strong settlements

were made at Santa Fe and Santa Cruz and smaller ones at
Los Cerrillos and Bernalillo.

Francisco Cuervo who was

acting governor for a few years wished to per]?etuate his
nrune so he moved thirty families from Bernalillo to the
present site of Old Town and

na~ed

the new settlement

nsan Francisco de Albuquerqu_e" in honor of himself and

the viceroy, the Duke of Albuq_U:erque.

Cuervo was taken

to task by the viceroy for founding a villa without

authority and the name was ordered to be changed to San
Felipe de Albuquerque in honor of King Philip of Spain. (12)
From the earliest times Albuquerque has been a
military post.
was

headquarte~s

For a short time during the fifties it
for the United St a tes Military Depar.t-

.ment of Neri Mexico. (13)

The presence of an

army

post

at this point made it a desirable center for business
12. - C.P. Coan. History of New liexico. I., 226.
13. J.H. Vaughan. History & Govern.111ent of N. Mex.

116.

8.

operations and attracted many pioneer settlers. Albuquerque
was by no means the largest

to~~

of the territory for up

to the coming of the railroads Socorro, Bernalillo and
Albuquerque were constantly fighting over the control of

(14)

the central trade region.

This economic jealousy ·

between Albuquerque and Bernalillo grew into a political
fight, . the chief .bone of contention being the location of

the county seat.

The Bernalillo faction was led by

Don Jose Leandro Perea, the leader of the influential
Perea faitiily which had its headquarters in that town.
A general county election for the purpose of deciding the

matter was held February 13, 1878.

Perea lost.

Since

that time Albuquerque has been the seat of county government.
l\few Mexico played a very

Civil Yfar.

uni!~rport -:o. nt

part in the

Although most of the settlers were from the

south and practically all were southern sympathizers their

I

extreme dislike and jealousy of Texas sent them into the
war on the Union side.

On March 1, 1862 Albuquerque

surrendered without resistance to General Sibley and a
rebel.force of

2,600 . T~xans.

.

In the early part
. of April

of the same year Colonel Canby of the Union forces pressed
Sibley so closely
Grande.
14.

th ~ t

At Albuquerque

he began his retreat down the Rio
~he

G. B. Anderson.

forces exchanged a few shots

History of New Mexico.

530.

t

I

9.

but little effect of the war was felt.

(15)

The coming of the Santa Fe Railroad was responsible
:for the early development of Albuquerque.

Now for the

first time it was in touch with the outside world. Emigrants
from all parts of the United states followed the railroad,
established large ranches.and started new enterprises.
Mt\N

The value of land increased
ditch.

and~acreage

was put under

In the early eighties over twenty-seven land and

improvement companies were incorporated in Albuquerque.
It is rather interesting to note that up to 1880 only one
. corporation had been formed.

(16)

The first _,,,,passenger train came into New Mexico ,
F~bruary ·

13, 1879.

end of the line.

At that time

By

1~90

R~ton

Pass was the southern

over 1324 miles of track had

been laid and the state was crossed both ways by trans-:*·

continental trains.

This appeared extremely fortunate,

but none of these railways had been built for the sake of
New J.:Iexico.

They were a link in a great scher:J.e to connect

the Mississippi Valley and the Pacific Coast.
of this indifference to the welfare · of

Because

ter~itory

through

, ·

which it passed the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe touched
neither Santa Fe nor Albuquerque, missing the latter by
only a mile.
15.
16.

R.E.Twitchel. Leading Facts of New Mex .History. II.~79
G.J3.Anderson. History of New Mexico . IL, 1031.

10·

tv11en the citizens of Albuquerque awakened to the
~act

that they had been slighted by this corporation they

meekly went to the New Mexico Town Company, an auxiliary
corporation of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe and
bought from them, at a high price, land which a few years
before had been worthless, but

~nich

had now become very

valuable · because of its location near the new depot •.

In

1880 the two settlements, Old and New Albuquerque, were
connected by a horse dravm street car.
the two have been growing until today
community.

~

From the first
t~ey

constitute one

Old ToWn remains a typical Spanish settlement,

while New Albuquerque is by far the most cosmopolitan
city of New Mexico.

The new

to~m

made progress.

Home seekers, hea lth

seekers, and business men were among those who follo wed
the advance of the railroad and stopped at Albuquerque to
become a part of the little town around the shop yards.

The new

settlem~nt

had a difficult time for some five years.

It had no government except th.:lt provided by the county,
ari\l the county officers· we.r e too 1:msy vr.i th their otner
duties to give attention to the growing needs of Albuquerque.
The money tha t was paid into the county treasury was
seldom redivided in such a manner as to give the town its
full share.
The logical thing to do under the circumstances was

11.

~or

the town to incorporate.

This was a very difficult

thing to do for by the early territorial laws a to7m could

change its form of government only by a special dispensation from the legislature.

The first call for a

mass meeting to discuss the incorporation of Albuquerque
as a

to~n

was signed by H. B. Fergusson, J. H. Sullivan

and Charles Etheridge.

The neeting was held ·at Grant's ·

Opera House July 28, 1884, (17) and led to the securing
of a charter for the town.
vote of the people.

This charter called for a

In the election held June

1\1
4~

1885

those favoring incorporation won by a large majority.
Out of the 577 votes cast 456 were for the new type of
gov-ernnent •
. The date set for the election of the first .town
officers vras July

~

4,~1885.

The .•.men elected were:

(18)

Henry N. Jaffa --------------------- Mayor
Jesse M. Ylheelock ------------------ Recorder
C. P .. _Jones -- ----------------- ---- - Trustee
William fuCClellan ------------------ Trustee
A. M.· i{~ni tcomb --------------------- Trustee
A. T. Phillips ------------------ --- Trustee
The first meetings of this board of trustees were
completely taken up with the busines s of establishing
definite procedure of meetings and other purely parliamentary
HistorY: of New I~exic o.
II.,· 532.
Board of turstees~ Records. July 7, 1885. I.
Hereafter this reference will be noted B. of T.
17.
18.

G.· B. Anderson.

12.

matters.

Much of the legislation was very conservative,

sur~risingly

. men '\\iho were

so when one realizes that it was passed by
d ~ ily

facing new and dangerous problems

that grew out of their environment.
The railroad had ushered in a new era of progress
and development but it had also brought new problems.
Gamblers, saloon keepers, thieves, highwaymen and desperate
· characters of all kinds became a part of· the population •
.During the five ye c.. rs of town governoent the majority of
the ordinances that were passed by the board of trustees
de ~ lt

with the regulation of dance halls, gambling halls,

saloons, "Hell's Half ..Acrett or some other moral question.
In their perv.JJ.anent organization the new board of

trustees followed the method of procedure tha t

~~s

then

in vogue and di.vided their body. into five standing

committees.

Later the sewer, building, light and fuel,
~··

and street committees were added.
u~

All questions brought

in trustee meeting were referred to the

for investigation.

spec~al

groups

This made the action of the board slow.

One of the powers given to the board of trustees of
an incorporated tovm is the right to grant ..franchises.
The first petition for a franchise came from the Albuquerque
Lighting Co5pany July 28, 1885.

They asked for a forty-

eight year contract to furnish the town
19.

B. of T.

Records.

\7i tb:

July 28, 1885.

light. (19)
I,

13.

Early in 1886 the Albuquerque Ga s Company received the

exclusive right for the period of twenty-five

ye~rs

to

supply the inhabitants of the town with illuminating gas,
(20) and in the

sa~e

yeQr the Albuquerque Electric

Railway Company were granted a franchise over the protest
of Mr. Karl Snyder, who appeared before the board in behelf of the Stree·t Railway Company that co·nnected the old

and new towns.

{21)

The biggest of all :franchise questions was that of
granting a franchise to the -Water

?t~ orks

Company.

The

scarcity and u·n certainty of the water supply was a matter
that confronted the
1885 the Water

~

~~arks

for the following:

from the very first.

On August 4,

Company presented a pe.tition

aski~g

first, for the exclusive right to

build a central pumping plant;

~d

second, that the town

contract to take seventy-seven hydrants at $85.00 apiece,
for a period of twenty years.

This request was refused

unreasonable, for although every one knew the · enormous

~s

cost of constructing an adequate water supply system, no
one . fel~

justified· in making an agreement so favorable

to the 'ilater Com:po.ny.
t

franchise was finally

~he

After the exchange of many notes
gr ~nted

following provisions; the
20.

B. of T.

21.

B. of T.

Records.
Records.

on October 20, 1885, with
. orks Company · was

W~ter ~::

February 5, 1886.
December 1, 1886.

I.
I.

14.

allowed to lay its mains through all streets and alleys;
the mains were to be laid at the company's expense and
to remain the property of the company; the town agreed
to rent fifty hydrants at tl1e

r~te

of $85.00 each for a

period of twenty ye&rs; additional hydrants were to be
paid for at a rate of $65.00; the Water Works Company
was exernpted from all municipal taxes for a period of
twenty years.
From the first there was incessant friction between
the city and the Water Company.

The first point of

disagreement arose concerning this question, -- who should
determine in

~nat

streets and into what parts of town

the -v:1ater mains should be laid.

The second dispute re-

lated to the rates to be charged.

In April 1887 the city recalled the Company's franchise
~··

granted in 1885 (22) and issued one which set maximum
charges and required that the Water Company place mains
where the board ordered.

These orders r.ere to be given

only after 50 per cent of the property
given

street-petiti~ned

o~ners

along the

the board for an extension of the

water mains, and then only after the town engineer had
closely surveyed the district and

~ade

sure that there

were enough water users on the line to pay the company
22.

B. of T. Records.

April 7, 1887.

I.

15 .

twelve per cent on their investment.

The 'r,7ater Company

refused to live up to the requirements of the charter.
A suit was filed against them by the town which resulted
in the Water Company being forced to pay $1,000.00 to

the city and to comply with all requests of the board.
During this early period the finances of the town
were poorly handled.

The high tax rate failed to yield

enough to enable the city to meet its obligations .and,
because of the unfriendly relations between the town
authorities and the Water Works Company, the latter refused to grant the town any extension of time in the payment of rentals.

To meet the semi-annual payments a

special water tax of . two mills was put on every dollar
of property subject to taxation.
Hand in hand with the establishment of a central
pumping station came the buildi·ng of a sewer system.

For years this was the only public utility that remained
under the control of the town boara.

Because of the

volu.me of flood waters that flow dovm from the mountains
during each stunmer, a.nd because of the shifting sand · of
thi~ ~egion;

the seiers

expense to the to1m.

h~ve

been a constant sourci

of~

Construction of the first sewer

unit sta.rted in March 1888 follov:ing a bond issue by

i7hi ch

:~40, 000.

23.

00 was secured for this purpose.

TI. of T. Records.

March 8, 1888.

I .

( 23} The

16.

town was growing so rapidly that by 1890 this system

was entirely too small and a second bond issue for
$50,000.00 was passed.

(24)

One of the chief arguments in favor of adopting the
to~n

system of government had been that only under a

tovm charter could a well directed fire company be established.

At the first meeting in December 1885 a new

Company was organized, purchase of equipment authorized
and quarters on Railroad .Avenue rented for the housing
of the fire wagon.

The personnel of this volunteer de-

partment was made up of the following:
R. ::S. iliL eyers ----Ed. Medler ------Ed. Strasbury ---Y!. c. Braw ------M. P. stanun ------

F oreman
Assistant Foreman
Second Assistant Foreman.
Secretary
Treasurer

In 1890 the town board ·r ecognized the services of the
firemen by relieving them from the pa yment of poll tax
and by presenting each member with a gold badge at the
end of five years of service.
Another one of the early problems was the construetion and upkeep of the streets.

The floods of water

that rushed .down from the hills after ·each rain would

often cut deep ravines dov;n the center of the streets.
l'he wretched condition of Railroad A.venue vms the chief
24.

B. of T.

Records.

April 8, 1890,

I.

17.

topic of discussion in many of the e a rly tovm meetings.

On March 6,

1886~

the trustees ordered this street to

be graded and guttered, the cost amounting to $2,253.00.
The majority of the property o~~ers were 9pposed

(25)

to .t his improvement so a special ordinance

\~a.s

necessary

by v.hich the to~n bore half the expense. _ (26)

All future

improvements were made at the expense of the property
owners.

By 1890 almost all of the -streets in the bus-iness

section of the tov,n had been paved and board sidewalks
built to the town limits in each direction.

The trus-

tees were not only interested in improving the streets
but they also tried to beautify the parking strips.
Trees were set out and cared for at the city's expense.
Streets were opened up and an effort was made to have ·
the county commissioners extend Railroad Avenue to the
....

foothills.

The keynote to the financial condition during the
five years of

trWen

government was incompetence and mis-

management of the city funds.

effort

~~s

From the very first an

made to finance the totm by placing a heavy

license tax on all industries.

A still heavier tax was

placed on dance halls, saloons, gambling halls and shows.
·The tax levy for the first year of incorporation was
five mills on the dollar.
25.
26.

B. of T.
B. of T.

This money

Records.
Records.

~.;as

divided into

March 6, 1886. I,
Febru~ry 24, 1886.

I.

18.

six funds:
~ater Fund ----------------- ~~4' 250. 00

Police Fund ---------------- 4,000.00
600.00
Recorder's Office Fund ----1,000.00
Upkeep of Roads Fund ------Fire Department Fund ------- 1,000.00
General Fund --------------- All that was
left.

The total receipts for the year were $15,217.24,
while the total amount paid out was $20,027.02, leaving

a deficit of $4,809.78.

The next year the tax levy was

raised to six and one half mills and the following changes
were made in the budget:

Water Fund ----------------- $4,200.00
Police Fund ---------------- 4,000.00
Indebtedness- Fund ---------- 5;200.00
Street Fund ---------------- 2,000.00
700.00
Side~~lk Fund -------------1,500.00
Fire Fund -----------------800.00
Park- Fund-----------------600.00
Recorder's Fund -----------There was, not only, poor management of the funds
in the treasury but there was also no v~'a.Y of' enf arcing

the collection o:f taxes.

By virture of the Municipal

Act, passed by the territorial legislation in 1884, all
taxes and assessment levied by the municipality were to
be collected by the county collector and turned over to

the town officer.

For this service the sheriff, exper cent.
offico tax collector\ deducted two and one halfl\of total

collected. In addition he also received two and
per cent.
one half J\ of all delinquent taxes r:hen th6y were paid. A

a...~ount

19.

test case to try the legality of arrangement ended in
victory for the sheriff.

(27)

In Harch 1888 a petition signed by fifty tax payers
was presented to the board asking that a bond election
be held at the same time of the general election in

April.

The petition proposed a bond issue of fifty-five

$1,000.00 bonds, bearing seven per cent interest and
payable fifteen ye Qrs after date.

The money was to be

used as follows:

For sewer ----------------------- $40,000.00
For town building --------------- 10,000.00
5,000.00
For payment of indebtedness ----·

withstanding the bond is s ue the officials were

l~ot

unable to meet the city's expenses.

They, therefore,

t=ansferred money -from the Water Fund and Interest on
Indebtedness Fund, to the Salary Fund.

In order to re-

~··

in.burse the Water and Interest Funds a special tax of
two and one half mills was levied to t a ke care of these
i-tems.

Besides this special tax the general tax was

raised to seven and one half mills on the dollar in 1889.
t~e adm~nistr a tion

T]:te rigid economy of

of mayor Mey;tert

failed to eliminate the indebtedness of the town.
voters auth orized a second bond
1890.

'Jf

27.

this money
B. of T.

~? 50,000.00

Records.

is ~ ue

The

for $ 60,000.00 in

was to be spent on an ex-

3uly ?, 1887.

I.

20.

tension of the sewer and $15,000.00 was to be applied
to the indebtedness of the town.
This increasing indebtedness v.;-as very disturbing
and the people were willing to vote for any change in
government that they thought would be more efficient.
In 1890 the territorial legislature passed a law
which outlined a form of government suitable for any
town that wished to incorporate as a city.

Only ·towns

of a given population were allowed to adopt this charter.
By 1891 Albuquerque had the required numbers of people
so the first steps toward securing the new charter were

taken by the trustees.

The town had to be redistrict'1id

and new ward lines drawn to give all equal representation.

Nevradditions were admitted •. - In the election held on
the first Tuesday in April·, 1891 a large majority voted
in favor of incorporating Albuquerque as a city.

following officers were elected:

The

Mayor, city clerk,

treasurer, and eight aldermen, two from each ward. Their
tluties and powers were defined by the

territori~l

law.

Under the new form of government the mayor's . right to ·

a:p:point· all minor ··official~ wa·s retained as a :policy · of
the new type of government.

The old form of board con-

trol through executive conuni ttees was not changed by the

iew charter.

The city's work \'Vas divided into ten de-

)artments, each directed by a special group of councilmen.

21.

Contemporary with the re-organization of the
municipal government the first public schools were
established.

Although a separate board of school

directors -was elected in the April election, the board

of aldermen considered school administration as one of
their duties and undertook to supervise every action of

the school board.

These bodies of ·officers s_oon came
I

into conflict over jurisdiction.

(28)

The education

board, under the leadership of Dean Hodgen, vrnn.

It

was detennined that school administration was not a
power of the city board, although they retained the .right
to pass on all tax levies and bond issues before they
r.ere presented to the people ..

This control was an_empty

power for . the city aldermen never refused . a financial

.

request of the school board, nor interfere with school
affairs.

In order to take the schools out of party

po·l i ti cs t"Vie election of the school trustees v.ras to be

held at some time when no other city officers
be voted on.

~ere

to

The school board was made up of two repre-

sentatives from each ward

~nd _ they

were free to act in

the formation of all school policies.

Early in the nineties the
de Albuquerque Land
28.

Gr ~nt

settle~ent

of the Villa

came up for tria,l.;

Board of Councilmen.

Records.

This was

July 14, 1891. II.

From now on these books will be referred to as E . Of

c.

only one case out of the hundreds tha t grew out of Spanish and Mexican land claims.
The old Spanish feudal system wa s transmitted to
her A.l!lerice.n colonies.

With the revolt of :Mex::. co a

change in the policy of the government came.

Lands were

granted to individuals for themselves and for establishment of colonies.

{29}

Private gra nts were limited in

amount, generally, to less than eleven leagues. · Grants
to towns and settlements were more extensive and were
held in common.

No person

~as

permitted to appropriate

any part for his individual ov.rnership.

By the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalg o, liay 30, 1848,
the United States promised to respect the titles of both

Spani sh and Mexican grants.

In . order to do this, in 1854

the United States' Congress created the office of surveyr
o~

General.

His duty

~~s

to ascertain the original

nature and extent of all land claims.

His work was un-

satisfactory as holders of titles declined to file papers
relative to their claims.

A bill passed by the House of

Representatives, 1891 established a United states Court
of Private Land Claims to settle
in New Mexico and Colorado.

(30)

que ~ tions

of land grants

Albuq uerque was in-

terested, for as one of the early cha rtered towns she had
29.

30.

G. B. Anderson. Hist or~ of New
:B. of c. Records. I., 397.

111~ exi

co.

I.' 170.

23.

secured a large land grant,
the mountains.
asking

th~t

extend~ng

from the river to

The city council sent in resolutions

the court be held in the territory rather

than in Washington D. c •• and that it be brought even
closer to the people by having it move from district to
district so that the expense of filing claims would not
be · so great.
The members of the Land Grant Court arrived in
Albuquerque December 8, 1891 (31) a.nd were received with
great formality by the city and territorial officers. In
the court proceedings Attorney N.
the city of Albuquerque.

c.

Collier represented

In January 1892 the court re-

ccrnn:ended that the city cause its grant to be presented
for conformation.

Since the original land

commi~sio~er,

the surveyor General, had left the matter for the city
to prosecute, i t also suggested that action be started
in the March court.

This court confirmed the original

grant of four square Spanish leagues of land centering
in Old Albuquerque.

(32)

The · land was to be used for

the. benefit of the lot holders

u~der _gran~s

Villa .de Albuquerque or other authorities.

from the
The part un-

occupied was to be held in trust, by the council

for

the benefit of the inhabitants of the \Ti1ole tract.
31.

B. of C.

32.

B. of C.

Records.
Records.

II., 684.
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8, 1899.

IV.
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This sudden wind-fall of riches was just what
Albuquerque needed to put her on her feet.

The council

planned to pay off all of its indebtedness, build a much
needed city hall, improve the streets and sewer system
and make the city entirely· over.

But before the land

was actually turned over to the council several claims
were filed agai.nst · it.
Land and Improvement

The first was that of the

Co~:ipany.

Terrace

Both the company and the

city claimed certain lands included in the original
gr2.nt.

John Luthy who was at that time mayor or. . the

city owned a large amount of stock on this real estate
com1Jany.

After an official survey of the

gr~nt

had been

made by the city and after making full preparations to
defend itself in court, Albuquerque withdrew from the

suit against the Terrace Land and Improvement Company
in September 1894.

A few

year~later

the city received

as a gift from tnis company, a park valuated at
~2,500.00.

(33)

The next year, 1895, Atrisco entered suit against
Albuquerque, claiming that she held an original grant
.

-

superi6r to that of Albuquerque, and that much of the
land in the two grc=;,nts overlapped.

(34)

for Albuquerque tried to prove that

G ~e

73V
•

B. of C.

34.

B. of

c.

Records.
Records.

III.,
I'f •

I

89.
85.

The Attorney

time for appeal-

25.

ing the case had long since passed.

The following .

decision was handed down by the Court of Private Land

Claims:

"At the time of the trial of Albuquerque's

claim for confirmation of the "Albuquerque Grant" we

found that there was a conflict between their claim-and

that of Atrisco.

The Atrisco Grant was not filed until

after the court met, so a decision was rendered in

Albuquerque's favor with the right to reverse the de-

cision if, on the entrance of the Atrisco Claim it was

deemed superior.0

Atrisco appealed to the Supreme Court.

The decision was that Albuquerque must

amend its pe-

titian, make new claims with definite boundaries.

It

was believed that the records concerning the founding of
the city would support the claims made by

but they had been lost.

Albuquer~ue,

City officers offered a . re'\\ra.rd

for the recovery of the Villa de Albuquerque records but
1one were found.
~stablish
~ny

With no definite authority on vmich to

claims, Albuquerque lost all

hop~

of securing

of the land tha t had been granted to it so many years

)ef ore.

Property of the people of Albuquerque has been
.a.11aged, from time to time, by the flood w-a ter in the

'.io Grande.

The first record \•re

h c.~ ve

of the to\m taking

.ny part in prevention of the de s tr uction of property
y floods was in 1890~ when $3,675.00 was taken from the

I

26.

Street and Park Fund and used to build dykes to keep out
the water that was destroying city property.

(35) From

that time on for several years the aldermen appropriated
~
~l,000.00

a year for flood protection.

The most destructive flood in the history of
Albuquerque occurred on June 18, and 19, 1903.
business was stopped.

(36) All

The water came up into the Santa Fe

yards, flooding the shops and tracks, and making work impossible.
dykes.

Every available man was drafted to work on the

Things were in a turmoil, no one had the authority

to go ahead and direct the whole afair.

The council made

the mayor responsible for all expenditures.

He had no

knowledge of engineering so was greatly handicapped. When
the finance ·committee checked over the bills,that had been
caused by the flood, they accused the mayor of illegal

.

~

actions and of spending too large a sum in handling the
situation.

T~ey

also brought suit against several mer-

chants for padding their bills.

A general reform in the

method of handling the city's money grew out of these
difficulties.
In ~ebruary 1904 the Sant~ Fe Railroad officials

made the following propos:ition to the city:

first, that

a new dyke to cost $ 4,500.00 be con s tructed in the place
35.
36.

B. of C.

B. of c.

Records.
Records.

July 30, 1890.
July 6, 1903.

II.

v.
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of the one built by the county in 1884; second, that
the expense be shared equally by the city and the company.
Aft e r some investigation it was found tha t the Alameda
Dyke could be repaired

at

a cost of about $ 1,000.00.

The council decided to do this and applied to the county

Mr. Frank

commissioners for help in the new project.

Hubbel, spokesman f o·r the commissioners, ·stated that the
county could not help pay for the building of the dyke,
but that he would present a bill at the next legis*ature
asking for territorial aid.

This was done and, in 1905,

$40,000.00 was appropriated by the territory for the

building of dams in Bernalillo County.

(3?)

From that

time on, _although much property damage has resulted from
floods·, they have been kept under control.

The care of the dependent ... health se ekers has always
been one of the big problems of the city officials. For
many years this duty was shirked and

people were looked
Charities.

afte~

tl~ese

unf ~rtunate

by the Non-sectarian Board of

A city boa rd of health was created in the

ea:r;.Jy_n,ine·ties. ·

~t

was .made up of qi ty

acted in an ex-officio capacity.
very good policies:

first, they

offic~als

who

They carried out two
cre ~ ted

the office of

city chemist, 1n1ose chief duty wa s to inspect the milk
37.

B. of

c.

Records.

March 20, 1905.

VI.
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and cream that was sold in the community; (38) and second
they built a detention hospital outside of the city
(39)

limits where contagious diseases could be treated.
f)From 1885 until the time it was abolished the

volenteer fire department was efficient in the protection
of property in Albuquerque.

original fire limits.

The town soon outgrew the

These limits included only a part

of' the :present business section and extensions had to be
made.

The first extension was made in 1892.

ing were the boundaries of the new addition:

The followcommencing

at Fourth and Tijeras and running north to Marquette
Avenue; east on Marquette to Third Street; north on Third

to Roma Avenue; east ·on

Ro~a

to the Atchison, Topeka, and

Santa Fe; thence south to Tijeras Road and westward on
Tijeras to point of beginning."

~O)

Tnese limits were

_extended again in 1893 and 1896 while in 1906 the fire

01)

protection system was reorganized.

the city covered an area of 2.25 square

At this time
mile~

and con-

tailed 1800 buildings ranging in value from $500.00 to
~

~plOO,

.

000. 00.

An outer and inner fire district was . es-

tablished and definite requirements for buildings located

in 'each section were made.
38.
39.

40.
41.
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In 1899 a petition was sent to the council asking

for the installment of fire boxes.

The councilmen felt

that this was a needless expense and refused to grant

the necessary money for the purchase.

Money was raise.d

by popular subscription and fire boxes and a siren fire

whistle were purchased and installed.
The next ye2_r, 1900, the volunteer fire department

was abolished, 2,nd a paid company was put in its place.
(42).

In this new organization the fire chief received

$250.00 per year; two firemen, who gave all their time

to the company, were paid $65.00 a month; and twenty

v-olunteers," who v:ere called in case of dangerous fires,

received $40.00 a year.
~onnnended

In 190l the fire committee re-

that all volunteers be dismissed and· a full

Gime fireman hired in their place.

In 1903 this commit-

~ee again recommended that ten men be hired to turn out

tt each fire and that they receive $0.50 an hour while
~ngaged

in fighting fire.

)roved to be a failure.

This new plan adapted but
It was claimed that the fires

.asted twice as long as they had previously.

The council

·ecalled the measure and the ch ief was made a full time
ireman, receiving $1,200 .00 for his services.
reased the force to four full time men
42.

B. of

c.

Records.

IV.,

251.

This in-

30.

As the city grew more fire equipment was needed.
In 1910, the fire station was loca ted at the corner of

Second and Earquette and by trial runs it was · sho\m that
any call in the lo¥tlands could be answered in six minutes

while twenty minutes vras required to answer calls from
the highlands.

It was recommended that a station be

established in the

highl~nds,

th~ t

a

chemical wagon, and

a combination airial und hook and ladder wagon be pur-·
chased.

The council accepted these recommendations,

established a branch of the fire de partment in new quarters on Edith Street and authorized the purchase of
$3,000.00 worth of new equipment.

(43)

The expansion of

the fire company has kept pace with the development of
the city and has been one of the most efficient in the
sta te.
The councilmen thought that the decision of the court

...

in the Albuquerque vs. Water Compa ny s uit had settled
the dispute between the two parties; b ut this did anything

but bring satisfaction.

During the SilllL'Tier months the

L71ater supply was low and often in e..n uns a nitary condition
i nd excessive charges
~nd

the city.

wer~

made of both private citizens

On account of the continued disagree-

ient the latter brought suit in distr i ct court, in 1893,
~o

ca ncel the franchise of the Water Company. The ','later -: !o.v10n.
43.

B. of

c.

Records.

v.,
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Its first demand of the city was the payment of $3,230.00
delinquent bills.

The

~ater

Company then announced that

since the Company's services were so undesirable to the
citizens it would discontinue to furnish the city or its
inhabitants with water after November 23, 1893.

To avoid

this occurrence a specie.l committee was appointed by the
council to meet with the representative of the Water
Company and discuss ways and means by which the two groups
could come to some agreement.

A new franchise

~~s

grant-

ed by the city the terms of which were virtually dictated by the Viater , C,ompny.

The councilmen, not desiring

to take the responsibility for issuing this franchise,
submitted the matter to the vote of the :people v1ho authorized the granting of the. same at an. election held, ..

Februa ry 6, 1894.
The position this franchise forced the city to
~

take may be seen in the following incident, Fhich is
typical of dozens of other occurrence s.
J:1eeting _during the year

the

~ater

iepot

~as

~896,

the

At almost every

proble~

of how to

g~t

Company to place a hydrant near the freight
discussed.

By ·th€ . °1894 con tract that c "mpa_ny

iad agreed to furnish 100 hydrants for the use of the
~ity

at a rental of $50 .00 per hydrant.

Four of these

iad not been supplied but rent had been collected for
~hem

every

ye ~ r.

Even after these facts had been pre-

32.

sented the Water Company delayed in complying with the
council's order.

\~en

the hydrant was finally located

it was placed inside of the railroad property therefore

not a public hydrant.

Several years later when there

was a fire at the shops it was discovered that the hy-

drant had been placed on the private main of the railroad company, and that all wa.ter flov:ing from it first
caro.e

thro~gh

Thus

'\'"Ja ter

the meter and was :paid for by the. Santa Fe.

used

WC3.S

paid for twice.

~

The Water Company made an application in 1905 for

an extension of its charter to 1940.

The city was grow-

ing so rapidly that many improvements were needed in the

vmter works system to make it large enough to give ef-

ficient service.

The c.ompany did not feel justified in

spending the money that was required to make these extensions

{Jhen it

unles~

WdS

tenure of

their~franchise

was protected.

learned that the council was contemplating

such an action over 400 voters signed a petition asking

that the franchise be not extended and that the city try
to purchase the company's equipment or take steps to
~~tablish_-

a

·muni_ci~al

The council

-water plant.

~cted

my the Water Company.

on this petition and offered to
Ur . Riffle -r..ras employed to go

>Ver all the Wate r Company's equipment and assess it at
ts true value. · For this work he charged $1,250 .00 the

33.

city and Water Company bearing the expense equally.

He

estimated the equipment plus its value as a going concern

at $ 300,000.00.

The bonds necessary for the transaction

of this deal were voted and all arrangements for the transfer had been made when the \(!ater Company suddenly decided not to sell.

After the city's failure to secure con-

trol ncthing was done. for several

ye ~ rs

in this matter

although there was constant dissatisfaction.
As the time for the expiration of the franchise
drew near it

bec ~me

take s ome action,

more and more necessary that the city

On an

examin ~ tion

of the city books it

was found that in nineteen instances the Wa ter Company

had _failed . tp carry out
wanted a change.

t~e

council's orders.

The people ·

The whole · council was in f a vor of

ing the Water Company.

To

plac~

buy~

a fair value on it as

a business concern the council asked that the city's
representative ·be allowed to go through the bookcl and determine its.

mon~y

making value.

This reque s t was refused.

In Ap~il 1916 the people voted $ 400,000.00 worth of

bonds . bo be . used for ·buying the Y!ater Company· or building
l

new plant.

After an apprais a l h a d been made by Engineer

;ladding the city offered $ 267,333.00 for the plant and
~ixtures.

IEr. HcHillen, president and largest stock holder
wa s v1i 11 i ng
)f the companyAto sell for $ 400,000.00 or nothing at all.
~n

1912 he had bought Frank Hub cles-t share in the corn.pany

'.I

34.

for $100,000.00.

The company o\ved at that time $132,000.00

and, between 1912 and 1916, $70,000.00 h a d been expended in improvements, making the total value of the Water
Works Company $402,000.00.

Mr. McMillen stated that if

the city thought that this was too much to pay

ne

was

willing to h &ve the property appraised by three uninter-

ested experts, and to accept the price fixed by them.
The city was to appoint one engineer, the Water Company
one, and the third was to be appointed by the Chief
Justice of the state Supreme Court.
ed by both parties.

This plan was accept-

These three exp erts finally agreed

that the property, just as it stood was worth $453,591.00.
Mr~

-McMillen offered to accept the price he

h~ d

original-

ly - se~, - $ 400, 000.00. · This did not include the private

.
books and papers of tle company, cash on hand and out-

standing accounts.

?his offer"Was accepted and the final

steps in the settlement of the affair were taken in the
March court, 1918, ":..rhen a friendly suit was held in which

Albuquerque was the plaintiff and the Wa ter Company was
the defendant.
is sue.

'lhis case proved the legality of the bond

The final transfer was riade during that summer.

It was so evident that Albuquerque

"~s

a booming t own,

and tha.t investments mad.e here pa id l u rge returns, that
money flowed in for speculative purposes.

Securing

con~

trol of some public utility was one of the chief "get

35.

rich quick" schemes.

The early councils were very will-

ing to grc nt franc h ises and paid little at t ention to
their f orms 1

They were always partial to "home interest"

and jealous of ttforeign noney. 0

Several telephone compa-

nies had secured franchise·s in the eighties.

was too small to support more than one.

The tovm

All suspended

business . with the exception of the Mutual Telephone Campa-

ny,. a local concern, v-7h.ich in turri we:. s .forced to surrender

its place to the Colorado Telephone Company.

The franchise

to this company was granted in 1905 for a period of forty

years, or as long as its exchange continued to stay open.

The company agreed to the following concessi on:
operate
first,~fire boxes free of charge;
seco nd, to allow the
(44)

Jity one fre e telephone fpr each 2,000 inhabitants up to
l~,000,

a.nd one additional phone vras received for each

idditional 5,000 people.

This

~ompany

l a ter merged \Yith

:he Mountain States Telephone and Telegra ph Company.
The lighting and heating busine s s was also exploited

>Y men who had extra capita. l to invest.
~s

Six light and

compa n i es had been chartered before 1902.

{45)

When

.he co,un·_c il · decided to · :Place lights ·a .long th.e main . ~tre .ets
f

the city several companies desired t h e fr a nc h ise.

In

Albw ~ uerque

Gas

.ugust 1902, this gr&.nt was given to the
44.
45.
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Fifty li ght.s were to be

and Electric Light Company.

supplied by the company and placed on the streets by the
order of the council.

The charge was $ 5.00 a month for

each running on moon light schedule, and $ 8.00 for each
on all night schedule.

(46)

By 1906 thi s company had

almost complete control of the lighting of all the residential section of Albuquerque.

Uany complaints were

made of overcharges, poor g a s service and genera l inefficiency.

The charter issued the con pa ny in 1902 stat-

ed that the people should have the right to decide whether
they wished to use light under the old f l a t rate system
or have a meter installed.

The comp a ny disrega rded this

clause and forced every one to inst all meters.
co~pla i ned

t~ at

Others

the company refus e d t o se ll a ny light

unless all elebtrical requirements we r e purchased from
the~.

The city a ttorney investiga ted the facts and re-

ported that the company had no author i ty by which it
could compel anyone to install a meter.

The policy of

refusing to sell electricity to individua ls who were
?ecuring part of their lights

fro~

a nother source was

~

Ordinances fixing the price of gas at $1.75
.
per 1000 feet were passed and a gas te s ter was purchased
illegal.

by the city.

46.
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they were receiving could

h~ve

this tester used to make

certain that they were not being over charged.
These disputes called the attention of the council
to the poor form in which most of the franchises had been
dra\vn.

The city attorney was asked to go over the fran-

chises issued by the city and ascertain if all were valid.
By an: · -..

act of the legislation passed in 1893 all fran-

chises were to be considered valid at the expiration of
six years regardles::) of the manner in which they were se-

cured.

This law also provided that any franchise issued

could be changed without a formal law suit at any time .

:luring the first six months following the making of the

grant.
At the time Albuquerque incorporated under the city

form of goverrrment,in 1891, there was a short street car

line conneQting Old To wn and

Ne~ TJ

.n.

Other companies

2ad secured franchises from the boa rd but formation of

the companies bad

ne~¥er

been completed.

In

M~arch 1891

f/ . B. _ C~lilcls appeared at the council meeting asking that

~

franchise be granted the hlbuquerque Electric Stree t

~airwa,y·

Company.

1vTr. Earl '.3nyde-r, :r-epresenta ttv:e of the

:>treet Rai 1 way Company spoke;,

: ore, a,g a inst the action,

2.s

he had five years be-

cl&_ i :~ ~ ing

that his company held

m e xc 1 us iv e f r ,;, n chi s e gr ::;, n t e d by the

;oraaissioners in 1881.

Bern ~ li 11 o

County

';/her.. the council refused to take

38.

this into consideration, asserting that a county franchise did not hold good in a municipality, he appealed
to their patriotism by showing that the Street Railway
Company was a home product while the other was backed
by a group of uninterested eastern speculators.

This

appealed to the council &nd they delayed granting a
charter until much

p~e·ssure

was brought to bear, final-

ly, however, the franchise was granted to the Electric
Street ? ailway Company.
This new street car company failed to

complet~

their work so in 1893 another franchise was granted to
Mitchell and Geason who claimed th&. t they intended to
build an electric system for the carrying of both pas- _
sengers · and express.

..

(47)

After several ye a rs of delay

in laying tracks people realized

th ~ t

the franchise had

.,..

not been taken out in good faith but with the purpose of
using it for speculation.

Following the recall o1 this

franchise in 1895 more care was ta.ken in drawing up
similar charters and the rights of the city could be pro-

teated.
In all , nine different traction compa nies have held
franchises from the city.
co~panies

47.

Most of

that were short lived.
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intended to
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construct a car system.

Often the traction compa ny was

only a branch of a realestate concern and the promise of
a

car line to an outlaying suburb helped sell many lots.

About half of the tracts of the system were laid under
the direction of Mr. 'William Greer who secured a franchise in 1903 and within one ye a r completed over six
miles of tra cks.

At the time when most people were de-

pendent on street cars for transportEtion few tovrns the
size of Albuquerque had a better by stem.

More than

eleven miles of track were laid within the city limits.
The increasing popularity of the automobile and the expense of paving the streets caused the ruin of this
corporation, ·this _ r1ill be treated later.
Albuquerque has carried on a . pr ogressive
building program since 1891.

munici~al

A few of its main projects
~

have been the construction of the viaduct on Coal Avenue,
the erection of a city hall, school buildings, and a
the
public library; the extension ofAsewer system, the pavement of streets, and the establishment of parks.
fi~st

in this program to be undertaken by the

po~nt

.

.

-

The

-

councilmen was

tlL~

erection of the viaduct.

As Albuquerque increased in size, desirable residential lots between Old ToYm and th:e Santa Fe depot
became more valua ble.
population

~

By 1890 a large per cent. of the

lived east of the railroad tracks.

This

40.

made the question of traffic at the crossings a very
serious one.

s everal minor acc i dents occurred at Coal ·

Avenue before the people united in their demand for some
protection.

In October 1891 the city council passed an

ordinance calling for the erection of a
_'_venue.

v~aduct

on Coal

The Sa nta Fe Railroad Company agreed to bec.r

half the expense of its construction and in addition

haul all materials to Albuquerque free of ch a rge.

On

February 15, 1893 the plans and specifications submitted
by

c.

D. Primda r, Bridge

we re accepted.

E ngineer~

These

plans C2.lled for a viaduct forty feet in span,t1drteen
feet above the street grade and 350 feet long. Eighteen
cons t ru6tion compa nies answered the
fq r b i ds,

~ dvertisement

calling

The l as t a ct of the . outg oi ng council in 1893

was the @.Warding of the contra ct to the King Bridge
Corn:pany, Kansas City, Kansas. The total cost of construction was to be $33,800.00.

This compa ny put up a

$15,000.00 bond to assure good worlananship and set about

prepari ng to st a rt uork in April.

The new body of council-

men who came · in after the April election refused · to honor
the contra ct with the King Bridge Company.
·tha t the a-warding of the

contr ~~ ct

They believed

had not been free from

dishonesty and tha t a compa ny could be found who would.
agree to do the work for a much .smaller price.

'l'his

;:a~

rhis was not the reason pub lished in the newspapers.

It

41.

was announced that there was doubt as to the validity
of the Viaduct Bonds.
contract was broken.

It was on this ground that the

No word was sent to Mr. King that

the city had decided to break the contract and he learned of the action through a notice of the affair in one
of the local papers.

Naturally he protested for all

preparations had been nade and the company. was ready to
nothing was
start wo.rk;"accomplished by the wrangle that follv10ed 1

it divided· the councilmen into factions and made it almost
impossible for them to work together, in barmony, on any
question.

In the end the construction company decided

not to prosecute the matter further.
The constructi_on of a viaduct was not co"nsidered
for several years after the above event.
suffered from the panic of

the~~iddle

New Mexico

nineties, and money

was too scarce to nake such a tovm improvement.
Alb~qu~rque's

population had reachcJ the 10,000 mark (48)

and the need for the viaduct was more apparent.
12 of that year a bond election was held.
.

By 1900

On June

On June 12 of

.

that year a bon.d election was held for the purpose of

voting bonds to finance the constructinn of a viaduct.
The vote

~~s

almost unanimous in favor of the issue . This

time the :Mis 0ouri Valley Bridge and Iron V/orks Company

48. The Census reports of 1900 gives 6,000 as
population of Albuquerque. Many of the additions east
)f town were not annexed until a later date.

42.

was

aw~rded

the contract to build a viaduct according to

the plans and specifications tha t had been accepted in
They were to be paid $42,000 for the work.

1893.

Construction started during the early summer.

By

September it was so evident that a poor grade of work
was being done that the council appointed a special inspecter to supervise the viaduct construction and to
pass on each unit before it would be accepted by the
council.
The viacuct has been a constant source of expense,
the initial cost being small in comparison with the upkeep.

By 1920 approximately $20,000.00 had been spent

for repairs.

(49)

This may have been due to the ponr

construction, or it may have been caused by the traffic.
In that year a federal government inspector announced
<;l

that it was unsafe for use and unle s s repaired should be
closed.

This repair work was postponed.

The city in-

sisted that the ra'ilroad company assume the entire expense.
The - city claimed that the company was responsible for
the upkeep of all crossings, and that this was merely a
type of crossing.

Due to the absence of a state law

that required the ' railroad compuny to repair viaducts,
they could not be forced to finance the repairs.
49.
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1923 the citizens voted $100,000.00 for the erection of
a substantial structure to t a ke the place of the earlier

one tha t then stood.

This new viaduct was never built.

In August the city and railroad company c c:..me to the
following agreement:

the city was to p a y the company

$12,000.00; the company was to repair and paint the via-

duct, light it at their o-wn expense, 2.nd keep it in good
repair for a period of ten years.

in effect.

This contract is still

(50)

Another part of Albuquerque's builuing program during this period was the construction of a city hall. The
housing of the permanent records, and important city
documents is always a problem of the nev1ly organized
tovm.

For years the city offices were housed in rented

quarters and vrere greatly inconvenienced by being forced

to move at inopportune times.

In 1892 resolutions were

passed by· the board which called for the buildiPg of a
$20,000.00 city h 2. ll.

The panic made it impractical to

go on with the work •
•

.

.In 1901 .the city council -uurchased
a sma ll piece of
.

property on Second street and Tijeras Avenue for $ 1,300.00,
(51) and in 1905 the adjoining lot on Second Street was
50.

Board of Corri.missioners.

ffereafter referred to as E. of Com.
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purchased from Mr. R. B. Philps at the cost mf $4,500.00 ..
This was to be the site of the city hall when it

(52)

should be built.

In April 1906 $30,000.00 worth of bonds

were voted for the construction of the new building.

By

May plans for a building that was large enough to meet

the growing demands of the city for twenty years were
ac-cepted.
The bonds were sold to M. r:r. Harris and Company,
6hicago, I l l .

had

( 53)

This concern was advised that the bonds

been illegally issued, for an act of the legisla-

ture passed, June 6, 1900,required that a bond is0ue

must be favored by tv!O-thirds of all tax payers who were

qualified voters of the city.

The election returns show-

ed that 500 had voted .for the bonds.

Before Harris and

Company would complete their busines3 transaction they
required that a list of all :people who ovmed taxable
property be furnished them, and a

s~parate

list of all

those names that appeared as tax I)ayers and v:ho also had
~

legal vote.

such persons.
oo'nds

There was found to be a total of over 900
Since only 500 had voted in favor of the

and 600 ·was· the · number required by the law, the

::)Onds issue was · pronounced a failure.

A nev1 bond election

ras held in May 1907 but this likewise failed.
52.

53.
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Following the failure of the bond is s ue method of
building a city hall the council pa s sed a n ordinance
laying a two mill tax on all property, this money was to

be sent aside for the erection of a hall sometime in the
future.

By 1913 sufficient funds h a d accumulated as

a result of this tax to finance the building of a city

hall without a bond issue.

( 54) - In addition $. 6, 000. 00

of collected, delinquent taxes was added to this fund.
Plans had been accepted in 1906 for a building and the
city owned an excellent site.

In May 1913 an advertise-

ment for bids from contractors wa s published.

No one

was found who was willing to undert a ke the work at the
sum offered.
firms

Materic::..ls hac,l advanced in price and most

estima t~d

tha t a building c ould not be erected

according to the plans submitted for less than $ 50,000.00
or $60,000.00.

Only a few years before, the city had

completed the construction of a sewer without engaging

a supervising engineer following the f a ilure of Glass
and Fisher, who were the contractors.
well done and at a

gre~a t

saving.

The vrork had been

The city believed th a t

the -sam.e pla n could be f olloi:1ed in . the construct-ion of the
city hall.

The council ma de the b u il di ng inspector fore-

man of workers and responsible for the q_uali ty of work

54.
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done.

This proved rather an expensive economy, for in

this instance money was wasted and long before the building was completed the funds were eY..hausted.
thousand was needed.

Twenty-four

It vras borrowed from a client of

Marron and \'lood, attorneys.

The name of the lender was

never divulged, but certainly he did not have the interest of the city at heart, for the terms of the contract
were as follows:
"~s

(55)

the partially completed city ball

to be deeded over to the client, he was to complete

the work and to furnish the building, and to spend not
more than $25.000.00 in doing this. :tn the vlo!k.

The city

should rent the building from him at a cost of $620.00
per quarter.
the

prope ~ ty

The city reserved t h e right to buy back
at any time in the following ten ye a rs.

In case the city failed to buy the building withint the

time specified the property was to become that of the
client of llarron and v ood. Sufficient money had been
the
accumulated by 1917 inACity Hall Fund to pay off the
full indebtedness and the two mill levy was discontinued.
(56) •. .

.

·

Two other problems tha t confront the coun6il of a
growing city are the construction of an adequate sewer

system and the financing of the pa ving of the streets.
55.
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Albuquerque has some difficulty in these matters for
much of the city is situated so that the streets are un-

Mention has already been made of the fact that

level.

the shifting soil of the region aYJ.d the floods of ·water
that wash down from the mountains after every

rain do

much damage and make this work very expensive.
The first unit of sewer built in this city was
By 1890 it had been outgrown and an

started in 1888.

additional unit was constructed by Rose and Riley for
$50,000.00.

This enlarged system proved too small

(57)

for the city's needs by 1906.

Complaints were made that

unsanitary conditions were found in a ll parts -of the
city as a result of the defective
s ~ ring

of 1906

~r.

se we~

syst~m.

In the

Potter a sanit ary en gi neer, was em-

ployed by the city to go over the entire system and re-

...

commend necessary changes.

(58)

The engineer advised

that if the city were not able at the time to put in a
new system it should buy new pumping equipment.
would give

~dded

This

power and could be used in the permanent

system when it should be establi shed.
recommendation the

~eople

Acting on. this

were asked to vote on a

$400,000.00 bond issue at the regular election in April
1908.

The bond issue carried.

57.
58.
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voted on at the same election had little faith in the
ability of Mr. Potter and believed that a more efficient
man should be hired to look the situation over and make
recommendations before any money was spent.

Samuel M.

Gray, of Providence Rhode Island, was engaged to make a
second examination of the system.
to Mr. Potter's.

His report was similar

The only remedy which he could suggest

was a complete new sewer system.

On

Nove~ber

1, 1908

1'Ir. Gray submitted plans for a new system that ·would be
sufficient for a city of 70,000.

It was twice the size

of the one then in use and built so that it could easily
be enlarged.
The

contr~ct

for the construction of this new sewer

system was awarded Glass and Fisher and they started work
late in the summer of 1909.

(59.)

Many unlooked for events

delayed the progress of construction and almost doubled
its cost.

In April 1911 Glass and

~isher

were forced to

break their contract leaving the work half completed and
debts of $13,488.00 for the city to pay .

.

contractor was hired.

(60)

No new

The work was completed under the

dir.ection of the sewer commission.

The commission made

the sewer inspector responsible for good workmanship.
This arrangement proved very satisfactory and the con-

59.
60.
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struction work was soon completed.

Although the city at-

torney made several trips out to California to see Glass
and Fisher, and action was taken in the courts no money

was recovered.
Albuquerque was not as progressive in the paving of
streets as she was in her other civic improvements.

It

is true that ·in the early· nineties she had improved the
streets in the business district but from

time until

L~at

1908 little was done toward their upkeep or toward ex-

tending the system throughout the residential section.
It is doubtful when tne citizens would have become interested in this project if the International Irrigation
9o~gress

had not met in Albuquerque in 1908.

( 61)

In

pr.eparing for the entertainment of the hundreds of guests ·
that were expected ci vie pride.l was aroused and all the
business streets were paved at the expense of the property
owners and the street

~ar

company.

The council again became concerned about the condition of the streets in 1911.

This time they were de-

termined to ac.t . slowly and secure a pavement ·.that was ._
really permanent.

After a thorough inve8tigation , Ythen

they thought that they had found a good paving material ,
they ordered Central Avenue to be
61.
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By an act of the Territorial I.iegislature in, 1909,
the citizens, whose property was involved by an order of
the council, were given the right, if they so desired,
to let the contract under which the work was to be done.

(62)

It was decided that the work should be supervised

by a commission of three appointed by those who were to
pay the bill rather than by the city council.

rangement caused much trouble.

This ar-

The com1ni ttee awarded the

paving contract to the Texas Bitulithic Company.
~11.en th~

(63)

papers were presented to the mayor for his

signature he refused to sign.

By order of the committee

of property mmers the contract was signed by the head of
the council December .7, 1911.

The street car company

also opposed the contract as let.

ihey declared that

..

other equally good paving m&terial . could be had at
a much more reasonalbe :price.

Ur. M. P. Stamm got

out an injunction against the city for granting the
contract.

(64)

His case was lost but this f&ct was

settled:

the street car company was made responsible for

the total-

amo~nt

of :p.·.vine between the rails and for one

foot on each side; the company was allowed to pave with
any m2.terial and place the contract with any company,
that they wished.
62.
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One of the progressive steps taken by the council
was the adoption of a code of paving laws in 1916.

This

code gives specifica tions for every type of pavement,
fixes the duties of the contra cting comp,::ny and the
obligations of the property owners and the city.

Very early the citizens of Albuqaerque realized that
much would have to be done, in an artifical way, toward
beautifying the town.

The second ye d r under the city

government a special fund was set aside to be used for
the purchase and upke e p of parks.

Many plots of ground

have been given to the. city to be turned into playgrounds

and parks.

By an act of the 1908 legislature one section

of mesa land was given to the city for park
return for a small payment of money.

pur~oses

in

At the time the city

was preparing to entertain the International Irrigation
~

Congress and did not have the nece ssary $800.00 to pay
for this land.

Later, in 1914, thP necess a ry sum

raised by subscription and the

tr ~ nsfer

~~s

was made.

Another donation that has been an asset to the city

was the °iibrary buj.lding presented t~ ·the peopl·e of
Albuquerque in August 1900 by Joshua Raynolds.
I

I

requirements that :Mr. Raynolds made were:

The only

that the

building should be used as a public libfary, br return to
the Raynolds estate; that the city plant g rass and maintain a la\ivn; 2,nd, that the city

p urcha~e

$ 1,000.00 worth

52.

of books.

The new library was under the control of a

board of eight members, two from each ward, appointed
by the mayor.

Before this gift wa s made there had been

a very small public library under t :·. e control of a library

association,

When Mr. Raynolds made his donation to the

city the two were

merg~d,

but the officers of the as-

sociation refused to turn over its equipment to the inco~ing

board.

The case was taken to

co~rt

before a final

settlement could be made in favor of the new board.

In

1915 this board was reduced to four members and the mayor

and its nrune changed to the Library Commission.
The conflict between the bo a rd of education and the
city council at the beginning of the public school system
..

had settled the f a ct that · the boa r d wa s subject to the
council's control only in financial affairs.

The city

";'

was always generous in its appropriations and the schools

prospered.

In 1890 Albuque r que. had no public schools.

The public school funds were turned over to private institution.

By 1909 four ward schools and one high school

had been built at the approximate cost of $ 150,000.00.
Forty

teacher~

and one s uperintendent were employed, and

the annual income of the system was $ 40,000. 00.

In 1912,

a $ 100,000.00 bond issue was passed e.nd the money was

used for the erection of a new h i gh school.
later

$4q,ooo.oo

Two ye ::.i. rs

worth of bonds were voted for the erection

53 •.

of a new ward school building.
Although the t ·own made progress during the period of
the city form of government, these advancements were not
accomplished without strife and re-adjustment.

From the

first, politics in Albuquerque have been flavored with
graft . and corruption.
two causes;

This may .have been due to one of

the existance of a large number of people

of Spanish Mexican origin, who control the vote; or; the
absense of a very high sense of political integrity among
the new comers.

From the beginning the mayor was

the power ·to appoint minor city officials.

giv~n

Later it

became customary for the appointment to be sanctionec by
members of the council . . This was often a difficult matter
for the mayor would be of one p a rty while the majorlty
members of the council would be of the other.

In 1914

Mayor Boatright tried to assert some of the lost powers
of the mayor.

He was blocked in every move by an an-

tagonistic council that refused to ratify a single appointee
that he presented to it.

Wh en the mayor renewed his

efforts to have his appointments sanctioned the council
adj ourne-d. without taking any action.

·This deadlock ·c·o n-

tinued for weeks until a compromise was reached.

The

mayor and the council each placed some of their men in
the appointive offices.

3ince this difficulty the mayor

has never tried to force upon the council a group of

54.

appointees wholly disagreeable to them.

(65)

])Uring the early pa rt of this pe riod much trouble
was cV1J.sed by corruption among the officers.

At one of

the first council meetings after the formation of the city
type of government the trial of Police-Judge lladden was
heard.

He was charged with showing favoritism to certain

persona.

In 1892 an ordinance was passed which gave the

mo..yor the right to suspend off i.cers on sufficient evidence.
(66)

One of the common occurrences during the early period
vras

t-v-, r. mi sappropria ti on of public funds by officials.

In 1892 U:arshal 14atson was difulJlissed for collecting unl~vr.ful

fi.nes under false c_h arges.

V:' hen he was detected .

he left the county, taking with him all the money appropriate-::. to· the ·P olice Fund for the coming year.
of

$20J.~0

brough~

was offered for

back.

hi~

A reward

arrest but he was never

(67)

Ar-'J:.:rJ.er incident of this type was ·w i llio.m J. Dixon's

getawa:r !nto Old Mexico, in 1896, v;ith thousands of dollars
-of. th_e · ~... ::.. ty' s money .
· cl·erk.
were

#-<.."".:.en he · was - defeated for reelection the books

t~~~e d

6 "--'F

For two terms he had ·s erved as ti ty

-:::;,
•

_;.

66-

__, .

67

.:5 •

~

over to the council.

of
of
of

c.
c.
c.

Records.
Records.
Records.

They were given a

April 20, 1914.
II.•
3?0.
II.,
303.
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rather superficial examination and his personal bond was
returned.

It was sometime before anything amiss was dis-

covered and a careful examination of all his accounts was
made.

(68)

By this time Dixon had gone never to return.

His bondsmen claimed that the city board had failed to
make the proper accounting of the records at both the close
of his first and second terms and this neglect made void
their right to hold the bondsmen responsible for the deficit.

They were upheld by the courts in the decision.

These two cases happened in the nineties.
of the

to~~

With the growth

such instances became more and more infre-

quent but did not cease altogether.
One of .A..lbuquerque's most efficient mayors during
the period of city government was :ur. Boatright.

Despite

the non-support of the counciJ.men many things were a .c co:mplished during his administration.

V/hen he came into

office in 1914 there was a total unfunded indebtedness
of $14,465.00.

Before he left office most of 1his had

been_ paid and _ the city was living within its means.

He

also closed the red light district and many of the city's
s c:~ loons.

His gre <;;. test service was expo s ing the graft

that had crept into the council.

The short terms of

service of each councilman had kepttl1is corruption down

68.

B. of

c.

Records.

III.,

410.
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to the minimum, even though it did tend to decrease the
.efficiency of the council.

The large powers of the

chairman of the different committees had often proved
too great a tempt a tion.

Mayor Boatright asked for the

dismissal of Councilman Coen, Chairman of the Fire
Committee.

(69)

He read a letter,to the board, from

an implement house that sold Albuquerque all of its fire
equipment.

This letter was addressed to Mr. Coen a nd

stated tha t a $150.00 check was enclosed, the rest would
be forwarded as soon as lfr. Coen had "put through the
deal."

The council f a iled to back the ma yor up in his

ttclean up

c ~mpaign•t

so he threatened to expose them all.

They resented t h is threat and app ropriated $500.00 to
of t he _n i s conduct of city

ca rry on the

investigatio~1

officers.

civic committee composed of Louis Ilfeld,

A

..

Frank Botts a nd Dr. Hope was appointed to direct the work.

The investigation centered around Jacob Klein, Fire Chief.
There had just occurred a

se~ningly

avoidable accident

in which Owen Dorris had been run over by the fire truck
~---

..... -.......

':\..

and killed.

(70)

It was believed that this

depart~ent

was being run inefficiently because of "party reasons. 0
Little was

acco~plished

by the inve s tiga tion although for

several years affairs were carried on in a more business
69.

70.

B. of C.
B. of C.

Records.
Records.

Janua ry 3, 1916.
Janua ry 24, 1916.

xv.
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like manner.
At one time during this period the board seriously
considered establishing civil service examinations for
all persons who wished to fill one of the minor offices.
These

exa~inations

were to be given by a board of civil-

ians and were to be the determining factor in all appointments.

After being appointed a person was to be removed

for misconduct only.

Although many supported this idea

it was discarded because it did away with one of the
chief prizes of the victors.
Since this paper is chiefly devoted to the history
of the activities of the city council, a large space
must be given to their methods of handling the financial
affairs of the cummunity.

D..iring the first five years following the incorporation of the city in 1891 the indebtedness increased.

At the second meeting of the council the board appointed
four of its members to meet with the county commission
and act as a board of equalization.

This board was to

decide certain que3tions relative to city taxes.
Tfiis council

recoIT~1ended

(71)

to the legislative assembly

that an incorporated city be allowed to make its own
assessments without

reg~rd

to county assessments as the

cotmty boards were not usually able to determine the true
71.

B. of C.

Records.

II.,

104.
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value of city property.

At that time a few tax payers

were bearing three fourths of the total burden of maintaining the city goveryment.

(72)

It was through the

efforts of the Bernalillo County Equalization Board
that the legislature passed the bill some ye a rs later
making the assessing of all city taxes a duty of the
city clerk.

(73).

The financial comdition of the city at the close of
the first year of city government was a.sfollows:
Overdraft,April 15,1891
Overdraft,April 15, 1892
Total un~unded indebtedn ess
Total

ind~btedness

(74)

$ 9,484.84
2,543.44
~ 12,028.28

of city:

Bond issued 1888
Bond issued 1890
Sewer bond issued 1890
Unfunded indebtedness

$ 14,000.00
15,000.QO
50,000.00

12, 008.28 .
$91,028.28

In 1892 the city voted sufficient bonds to clear up
·the unfunded debts.
~romised

(75)

severel reforms were made that

to bring a reduction of ex-penses.

The first one

riade i t necessary for all creditors to vouch for the
~alidity
s c.~ lary

of their bills; (76)

the second, set a fixed

for the policemen without reference to the number

72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

of
of
of
of
of

c.
c.
c.
c.
('I

v•

Records.
Rec-or·ds.
Records.
Records.
Records.

II., 413.
III,,64.
II.,
II.,

II.'

271.
350.
116.
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(77)

of arrests made or fines collected;
established a new salary

the third,

for all other employees

sched~le

of the city making it illegal to accept any other fees
for service rendered.

(78)

The budget . for the next year was $45,500.00.

(79)

It was estimated that a tax of nine mills would supply
sv~ficient

funds to carry the city through without a de-

ficit (80) but a mistake in calculation was made ana the
year ended with an overdraft of $19,689.35.

(81)

~he

mayor and council took the position that, if a better
system of book-keeping were installed, and if the city's
affairs

~ere

put on a purely cash basis there would be

some hope of ending a yes r without debt.

This was tried;

big cuts were made in the budget for 1894, but the result
was the same as in previous years.
an indebtedness of

$10,900.0~,

The year ended with

bringing the city's total

indebtedness up to $130,087.42.

(82)

During the next

year, 1895, the law allowing incorporated .cities to be
responsible for their own
ta...""Ces was repealed.

assess~ent

and collection of

The city tre;:;ururer was given the

right to add a two mill tax on all city property assessed
by the county assessor.

uncil was

1

77.
78.
79.
80.
81 .
'2 .

rev.~rded by

B. of
B. of
J3. of
B. of
B. of
B. of

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

The rigid economy of the 1896
a favorable balance of $777.38

Records.
Records.
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Records.
Records.
Records.
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404.
429.
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781.
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at the end of the year, the second time in the history
of the community that the receipts ha d been greater than

its expenditures.
Mayor Albright, one of the be 0t financial ad.ministrators the city has ever h2.d took office in 1897.

He

instigated·reforms that put Albuquerque on her feet.

At

the first -meeting of the new council he had the pay roll
of city emplpyees cut almost in half.

Practically all

the street lights were dispensed v:i th and when it was
discovered th a t the city was not using all the water it

/

was entitled to by its contract with the Water Supply

Company, the schools were put on the free list of water
us e rs.

A poll tax of $1.00 was levied on eve ry able

bodied man • .

It was during the year 1897 that the Bateman Bill
was passed by the territorial legislature.
was to put the state on a cash basis.

Its object

It required that

all city indebtedness should be funded into interest
bearing bonds.

At the time the city was carrying an un-

funded indebtedness of

$65~000.00.

The report given by the
term was very satisfactory.

m ~ yor

at the end of his

.Alr.c.os t all of the 1888 bonds

had been redeemed, expenses had been cut so that the city
saved over $5,000.00 a year, and the found a tion for a progressive econoDical administra tion was laid.

(83)

61.

Albright v:as f ollov;ed by Frank Clancy who served
two terms.

During the first quarter of his first term

over $6,000.00 was saved as a re s ult of economy.

(84)

Instead of placing the money in the sinking fund, three
$2,000.00 bonds were called in.

This act is character-

istic of both of his administrations.

When he left

office in 1900 there was a surplus of over $11,000.00
to the credit of the city.

(85)

A sunnnary of the financial condition for the period
1900-1911 will serve as an indica" tion of later policies.
Year
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904.
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

Placed in

Sinking Fund.
$35,183.56
38,585.16
36,395.95

$11,325.26
2.69
4,500.27
7,828.23

14

65,273.50
57 ,44:5.27
70,909.27 .... 54,343.61
95,586.36
67,328.87
89,404.08
115,974.81

7,828.23
16,565.66
28,257.49
26,570.78

18.32
18

145,205.10
151.282.38

96,081.65
115,026.63

49,081.65

$46,508.82
59, 148 .11.
43,085.43
50,541.66

ll

14
11

15

*

Expenses

Receipts

Tax Levy
Ei lls

10
15
15

59,146.29

~

*

14~454.80

Figures for 1904 and 1909 not obtainable.

It will be noticed the. t the tax . levy of 1908 'vas

fourteen nills while in the

ne~d

year it was raised to

eighteen and thirty two hunC.redth s.
83.

84.
85.

B. of
]3. of
B. of

c.
c.
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Records.

III.,
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Th is unexpected in-

474.
577.
204.
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crease in the taxes

'\7aS

caused by the passage of a bond

issue for the erection of a sanitary sewer.

During this

period from 1900-1911 with the exceptance of 1901 there
was a large yearly surplus t over general expenses.

This

went into sinking funds to redeem bonds of past issues.
In 1908 an ordinance was passed requiring the banks
in which the city's money was deposited to pay three per
cent. interest on all city funds deposited.
est was to be computed upon monthly deposits.

This inter(86)

The

law of 1917 required that the treasurer deposit the city's
money in the different banks in proportion to their capital.
The presicients of the s e institutions made an agreement
among themselves v:hich assigned B.11 the school money to

the First :national while the city funds were divided

..

between the First Savings Bank and The Trust Company.

(87)

Albuquerque kept out of debt only by the assessment
of extrenely high taxes.

During the period the school

board was forced to bond the district to pay for the erection of new schools that the grov7th in :po:pula.tion was de- ·
~anding.

The tax levy nade by the school board had risen

from two mills , set in 1891, to fifteen and seventy-three
hundredths nills in 1914. (88)
86.

B. of C.

87.

B. of C.
B,; of C.

88.

Records.
Records.
Records.

So nuch complaint was aade
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t
26.
XVII., 121.

XVII., 158.
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of the high taxes that the state legislature, in 1912,
passed a law setting a maximun rate of three mills to be
used for city purposes.

(89)

This did not include the

school levy nor payment of public debt or interest thereon.
A radical change had to be made in the financial affairs
of the city, this is evidenced by the comparieon of the
1906 levy and 1916.
1906
.00875
General Fund
(special Tax)
Water Fund
.00075
Library Fund
.0005
Park Fund
.001
City hall Fund
Interest on sewer .oen
Refunding J3onds
.0025
.0005
Via.duct Bonds

.015

1916
.002
.0007
.00015
.00015

.003

Interest on public debt_ in 1916 budget.
City hall Fund

1901 fund
1899 fund 4's
1899 :fund 4f's
1909 :'und
1900 fund
Sinking fund

.00032
.00015
.0001
.00026
.00112
.00005
.002

.005

Two other occurrences at this time made the
financial condition even aore trying than before.

The

first was the p&ssage of a $400,000.00 bond issue in
1916 for the construction or purchase of a new water

89.

B. of C.

Records.

October 18, 1915.

XV.

64.

system.

(90)

This n~cessitated the starting of a

sinking fund for the redemption of these bonds at the
end of twenty years.

The five mill levy allowed the

city by the state for paying of indebtedness

vr~s

hausted in taking care of previous bond issues.

exThe

second element o: disturbance in financial affairs was
caused by the state tax commissioner refusing to approve
a judgment levy which had been ordered by the court.
During this period, 1891 to 1917, .Albuquerque had lost
over 10 cases which had been tried in the state court

and had been forced t ·o pay an amount varying from
$500.00 to $10,000.00 in each case.

{91) · The court

h&d ordered the cre2 tion of a .00029 tax, known as a
ttJudgrnent 'raxtt

to be :placed on every dollars worth of

..

property and to be continued until all judgments had
been paid.

This action was t:_1ken because officials

stated that they had no money with which to pay these
judgments·
90.

9l.

Records. Februc;,ry 25t 1916. m.
A list of the cases follow:
1891
M. ..:-.!. • Gobin
vs. Albuquerque
Albuquerque vs. Vfater C O:Gli.; any
1893
1895
Sal&..rr!on Rose
vs. 1~1buquerque
1896
Phillips
vs. Albuquerque
P
.
Albuquerque
Starmn
vs.
1901
& ·
,,.
R. li.. Hayes
vs. Albuquerque
1905
Joe Eartinez vs. Albuquerque
1908
A. J. Otero
vs. Albuquerque
1916
Owen Dorris
vs. Albuquerque
1916
Grande
vs. Albuquerque
1917

:B. of

't ...

c.
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In 1917 a desire for a more efficient administration
of financial affairs resulted in the installation of a
new type of government,
The commission form of government was first established in Galveston, Texas, in 1901.
was lauded throughout the country.

Its efficient work
As early as 1910

Dr. Wothr, one of Albuquerque's most progressive poli-

ticians, advocated a thorough investigation of the different commission plans then in operation in different
c ities and the adoption of the one that most nearly
suited the needs of Albuquerque.

1,ew people we :::· e inter-

ested in the change that the new type of government would
bring about c..nd the inve s tig-=..~ tion was carried on in a .
h a lf hear ted way.

This did not discoura ge the friends

of the commission plan.

In March 1912 these in favor

of change in the form of the government had created a

large enough following to demand an election of three
men whose duty it would be to draw up a plan for a new
form of gover:1'llient.
thi s

constitut~on

It was further provided that if {92)

ihould be ratified

voters of the city it should

so

b~

a majority of the-

into effect as the basis

fo r the government of the city.

In the same ye a.r the legislature passed liberal
"Eome-Rule tt laws which allowed any city of over 5000
92.

B. of C.

Records.

XI I I.,

138.
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inhabitants to establish a new form of government , without
regard to the old form.
following:

The only limitations were the

the public funds should be spent for public

obligations only, and no legal arra ngements could be made
that conflicted with the laws of the state;

this new

government should be formed only after a petition was
r..i.anded the city cowncil, asking that the change be made.
It was necessary

th ~ t

this request be signed by twenty-_

five per cent. of the number of people vrl10 had voted in
the preceeding election.

Not until 1917 was a petition

with the required number of names presented to the council.
Four hundred dollars was appropriated by the city council
to defray the expenses of getting together data and
· compiling the new charter.

( 93)

At the election held Septenber 25, 1917 the Commission
Manager plan of government

vd~ich

was outlined in the

chart·er presented to the people for ratification won by
a large majority.

This was a wide departure from the

old forms of municipal government for it created a small

executive committee of three members to· run the city. ( 94)
These men were elected at large on a nonparti.san ballot.
Each served for a

~eriod

of four years and received $5.00

for every meeting attended.
93.
94.

B. of C.
B.

of C.

Rec or·d s.

Very large powers were placed
XVII.,

429.

Charter for Albuquerque New Mexico.
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in the hands of the commission, 2lthough it was chiefly
a legislative body.

It levied taxes, and provided for

parks and libraries; it enacted building regulations and
granted franchises.

The board as a whole was responsible

for all departments of the city government with the except.ion of the financial department ·, in which case the
mayor assigned one con:nissioner as chairman of the department.

The commission appointed and removed all minor

officials such as the treasurer, attorney, and fire
chief.

All of the finances of the city were indirectly

under the control of the c 0mmission.

It borrowed money,

issued bonds, and determined hov; the indebtedness of
the city should be repaid.

The commission, under this

plan of governnent wc. s to choose its own chairma.n who
~~s

..

known as the mayor and who presided at all meetings

and represented the city in all

cermoni ~ l

capacities.

As a commissioner he had the right to vote on any matter
before the body but had no veto power.

Since the commission

government abandoned ·checks and balances of all kinds
and shortened

th~ .

ball9t of

to~~

officials to three

elective officers some me . sure had to be

int~odUced

that would give the people a closer control of the commissioners than a four ye e:: . r election.

for by Article III of the Albuquerque

This was provided
Cha~rter

v.rhich

granted the power of direct legislation and recall to the people

68.

An important duty of the commission was the election

of city manager.

His work was chiefly administrative.

It was his duty to prepare the annual budget for the
approval of the commissioners and made recommendations
to them on all matters concerning the welfare of Albuquerque.

He was subject to removal by this body and was

responsible to them for all matters that should be turned
over to him.
In July and again in October 1919 this charter was

amended.

The

follo~ing

changes were made:

the com-

mission was enlarged from three to five members,

'~10

served without pay; the time for the expiration of the
terms of office of these members was so arranged that all
places were not vacated at once; the canidate or canidates
receiving the highest number of votes cast by the qualified
voters at an election for commissioners were declared
elected.
The members of the first commission, elected Hovember
Charles Wade, Walter _Connell, and J. M

20. 1917 were:

Raynolds.

(95)

Mr. Redington was the first man to be

appointed as city m:.i_ nager in __ lbuq_uerque.

rive months.
b~ilding

95.

He served only

At this time the city was interested in re-

the viaduct, enlarging the water

B. of Com.

3ecords.

X\TIII.,

~nd

325.

sewer systems
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and several other engineering projects.

Jince he had

no knowledge of the technical side of the work he felt
that a man who knew these things could be of more service
to the city so he resigned June 10, 1918.
~as

Mr.Herbenstreit

named to take his place.
These first commissioners made some improvements in

the financial department.

The beginning of the fiscal

year fo~ the city was changed from the old date of April
(96)

15 to calendar date of January 1.

out insurance for all its employees.
schedule was adopted:

The city took

The following

(97}

Men employed up to 6 months
Men employed from 6 months to
1 year

$500.00
1000.00·

:Men employed from 1 year to
2 years
Men employed from 2 years to
3. years
Men employed from 3 years to
4 years
...
Men employed from 4 years to
5 years
Men employed from 5 years to
6 years
Men employed from 6 years to
7 . Yee.us
Men employed from 7 years to
8 yee;,,rs
Men enployed ·a years and over

1100.00
1200.00

1300.00
1400.00
1500.00
1600.00
1700.00
1800.00

Many people doubted the validity of the ordinance

that made this policy possible.
to court to
96.
97.

p~ove

A test c:_;,se was carried

whether the insurance

B. of Com.
B. of Com.

Records.
Tiecords.

comp~ny

XVIII., 275.
XXI., 21.

could be
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forced · to pay.

The verdict was :favorable and the city

has continued to carry out the policy.
Another measure of progressive legislation passed
by this board was the creation of the office of full time
of
health officer. The state department~health agreed to
bear half the expense of maintaini ng t h is office.

The

· c.ommissioners levied ·a one fourth mill tax ·to · enable
Albuquerque to meet her share of the ex9enses.

(98)

In 1922 Bert Calkins who,at th:.:. t time, was serving
in the engineering department was offered the city

managership.

(99)

He continued in this office until he

was removed in September 1926.
followed him.

(100)

Robert Cooper

At the time of Calkins dismissal the whole

city organization was given a general "house
An

cleaning.~

event that caused ouch disturbance
was the removal
.,,,.

of the building inspector Charles Bodish.

Bodish had

served in this department for ¥ears and had been tried
for inefficiency several times before.
his friends ?n the

~card

(101)

Each time

replaced him5n the department.

lill audit of -the city books· was made in 1922.

The books

of the buil d ing department s howed tha t they were kept so
poorly that it wa s a hopeless ta s k to attempt to under98. B. of Com. Records. xx., 21.
99. J.lbuquerque h as had five city managers:
M. Redington, Jan. 2 1 1918 - June 10, 1918
A.R. Heben§treit - 1918-1°~~0
J. N. Gladaing
1920-~ 9 22
Bert Calkins
1 922-1926
Robert Cooper
1926

?l.

stand them.

The city was losing money in keeping a man

so inefficient.

No accusation of dishonesty was made

but Bodish was asked to resign.

The Albuquerque labor

union objected to the action of the board, claiming that
Bodish was being dismissed without trial and they objected to one of their members being fired in such an uncermoniously manner.

The brotherhood had spent over

$4,000.00 in .the last election putting into office the

present commissioners and now they felt that their request should be granted.

The commissioners made no move

to follow the desires of the union so Bodish handed in
.his resignation the day before his dismissal was to be
ordered.

(102)

Improve~ent

has followed the introduction of the

Commission-Manager for.n of

govern.~ent.

There has been

greater economy a.nd efficiency in administration and a
~apidly . developing progr~~

carried out.

of municipal ·service has been

Corruption and public graft have been less

in evidence in · the last ten
Few

f~anchise

ques ~ io~s

commission since 1917.

ye ~ rs

than ever before.

have been

A matter

Jf

con~idered

import~~ce

by the

was pre-

sented in 1923 when the Light and Gas Company applied for
100.

101.
102.

B. of Com.
B. of Com.

~ecords.
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an extension of their old franchise amendment to provide
for a higher minimum charge.

A storm of protest arose.

Mr. SWope, a commissioner put in office by the labor
party, led a stropg fight against granting the franchise.

A favorable motion carried over his vote with the following amendment: (103)
adj~sted

The rates of the company v:ere to be

every five ye a rs during the life of the fran-

chise at the desecration of the
would be obligatory upon the

com.~issioners;

co~p any

these rates

and their franchise

was to be withdrawn if they violated this ordinance.

Within a few days after the passage of this ordinance a petition bearing 1389 names was filed asking

th~ t

the people be allowed to vote on the gra nting of this
franchise.

(104)

Before the election wa s held 877, of

those who had signed the pet.ition, asked that their names
be withdrawn.

The remaining signers were less tnan the

required twenty :per cent. for a referendum so the franchise remained in effect.
According to the records of the city government the
management of ·the "Yater Company by the employees of the
city was satisfa ctory. J Its efficient service united the
people in the desire to secure control of other public

utilities.

The number who favor the policy of :pli Llic

is ste a dily inc r easing.
103. B. of Com. Record s . XXIII. 1
104. B. of Com.
.-{ ecrods. XXIII. ,

o·~·mershi:p

378 .
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From the beginning of the city-wide paving program,
until the failure of the street car .company the city
commission had difficulty with that corporation.

For

more than ten years the street_ car company carried on a
dispute with the Santa Fe Railroad Company concerning
maintaining a flagman at the Tijeras Crossing.

The city

was interested only in having a man placed at this intersection for the protection of its citizens and passed
ordinances time and again requiring that this should be
done.

Neither company would obey the order oft he council.

Finally after the officers of the loca.t street car company
had brought pressure to

be~r

the commission forbade the

Santa Fe Company to allow a train to pass the crossing
until a watchman had been placed at this point.

This de-

cision was sustained by the state Cor9oration Commission,
(105) but when appealed to the State Supreme Court it was
ruled that the Tijeras Crossing should be abandoned by
the street car

co~pany

and that a new crossing over Central

Avenue must be constructed.

(106)

Until 1918 the street car

co~:9any

had kept_ their

organization up to date, well equipped and served well
the people of the tovm.

During the war while other

prices were advancing the street
changed.
105.
106.

c~r

fare remained un-

In 1918 the company mc:.de an appea l to the people
B. of Com..
13. of Com.

Records.
Records.
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of Albuquerque through the news papers and the city commission asking for the privileges of increasing the fare.
They opened their books for inspection and showed that
at the present charge, expenses were not being made because of advancing prices in every other field.

A

petition signed by 1028 citizens asking that the company
be allowed to raise its rate to six cents (107) was handed to the council and an ordinance to this effect was
passed on May 29, 1918.
In 1922, M:r. Roslington, president of the Company
asked for the privilege of raising the fare from six to
ten cents.

This time the people objected.

One of the

chief arguments for the advancement of prices in 1918 had
been that the company desired

to

increase the wages of

the employees. This had not been done.

The operators

were receiving the same pay that they had before the war.

Mr. Roslington stated

th~t

the street cars would be forced

to discontinue service if the new prices were not allowed.
He presented these facts to show the condition ·of the
company.

The grbss income from .passengers was

e ,

The paving :program of the city h i d put a $50 ,000.00 debt

on the company and the construction of the crossing on
aentral,
107.

~hich

had been ordered by the 3uprene Court,

B. of Com.

Records.

XXII.,

67.

.

~90,000.00 .

?5.

would prove a n added expense of $20,000.00 .

Mr .Rosling-

ton further stated thc.,t the increased number of automobils
had cut dovm the number of passengers carried by more
than 710 a month.

The city commission and state cor-

por&tion commission both considered this raise justifiable in spite 0£ the protest from the citizens.
A few months after this difficulty was settled
Mr. Roslington again appeared before the commission protesting against the company having to bear the whole
cost of paving between t..~e rails.

vhen the paving program

vra.s completed he would have spent $170,000.00 which was
more than the total value of the tracks.

He claimed that

the c a r line was an asset, not a liability to a street,
and that since under ordinary circumstances the property
owners paved to the middle of the street, why could they
not continue to do this.

~r~

Roslington agreed that the

street car company would pay all excess expense caused
by the rails.

He also suggested that if this was not

satisfactory, the strip between the rails remain unpaved,

claiming ·that this plan was followed in

m~riy

·cities.

The commiss:lon . refuse·d to consider these objections

and ordered that the paving program be carried on as
originally planned.
108.

B. of Com.

(108)

In 1924 the company was

Records.

XXII.,

164.

76.

$45~000.00

in arrears in the payment of their paving

assessments.

The same yeir the district attorney was

ordered to take the steps necessary to collect delinquent
taxes of the street car company. There is little
vrill
probability. . that Albuquerque~ever received any of the
regt of the money due for these back paving assesS!llents
for the sale oi the physical assets of the . defunct
company did not produce a sufficient amount to pay the
back ta.xe s .
Albuquer~ue

was m.ore backward in the paving of her

streets than in any other civic problem.

She had just

started a big program when the war began and paralyzed
cohsturction work.throughout the country.
commission aga in took
ye ~ r

u~

the question of

they ordered that parts of

In 1919 the
~aving.

twenty~four

In that

streets and

":f'

alleys be paved at a total cost of · $382tl81.

(109) The

contract for the work went to the Texas J3itulithic Compa:ny.

This company agreed to lay the paving for

a square yard.

(110)

~?465.c)

Much dissatisfaction was found with

the work so- a new· cont.ract

~s

made .with the N"ev-1 .Mexico _

Construction Company to complete the paving.

They agreed

to pay into the city treasury 6% of the entire price of
construction, to be u-sed for engineering, inspecting, etc.
109.
110.
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There was also to be a ten per cent. discount for cash
payment made within thirty days after the work had been
accepted.

These were liberal terms - but theri prices

were much higher than the Texas Company. (111)

Most

of the work done by this company has been very satisfactory and with but one exception it has been awarded
every contract for street P?-Ving from that time up to
the present.
The following table will show the extent of the
paving movement:
Number
Number
Number
Number
Numb er
Humber
Number
Number
l\fumber
Number

of blocks
of blocks
of bl9cks
of blocks
of blocks
of · blocks
of blocks
of blocks
of blocks
of blocks
to

laid
laid
laid
laid
laid
laid

in 1912

-

- 42

in 1919
- 16
-119
in 1920
31
in 1922
50
in 1923
in 1924
-113t
laid in 1925
18
laid in 1926
57
laid in 1927
-145~laid
1928 up
March 1,
19~

-

-- --

iu

On July 23, 1918 the city took over the active
management of the Water Co!npany.

This was another problem

in city building for the commis3ion to work out for at
.t~at

time

the city.

~he _

system was too

The main

pu..~ping

s~all

to meet the needa of

unit, which was located on

Tijeras Avenue, was much too small.

The Highlands

and

Lowlands were connected by a nine inch line that had been
111.

B. of Com.

Records.

XX.,

387.
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laid under the railroad tracks v:nen the original water
system was put in.

There was one reservoir with a

3,000,000 gallon capacity.
supply during the hot

This was only a two day

~onths.

The $400,000.00 bond issue had been just enough to
meet the price set by Mr. Mcllillen for the Water Company.
It

was

necessary to spend a considerable sum on the en-

largement of the plant before it could adequately meet
the needs of the city.

In 1920 the struges and Kent lots,

east of the tracks, were purchased for $17,000.00. (112)
several wells were sunk nere to enlarge the supply of
city water.

The extensive paving.program that was being

carried on at the time made it necessary to lay mains
throughout a large section of the town.
the New Mexico Session

La~s ~f

Chapter 47 of" ·

1917 stated that a

municipal oTined utility must be paid for and operated
with money made fro::.·.. its earnings or from money secured
by a special bond issue.

This new problem of finance

was a di-fficu-1 t- one, fer · in the campaign tha·t preceeded
t he voting of the bonds th0.t we-:..~e to be used for the
purchase of the 1vate1" Company the :people had been pro!Ilised
loi..·rnr water rates.

~:.:11.en

the city took over the water

works many immediately demanded that the rates be reduced.

it was impossible to do this for several years.

112.

B. of Com.

Records.
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The city established rates that were practicaily the
saue as those charged by the private company.

In 1922 the gross earnings of the company amounted
to $103,000.00.

The net earning being $15)879.00.

Again

a . demand for lower rates ·w as made (113) and again i t was
denied for the excess was used in laying fourteen inch
mains throughout the business section of town.

That same

year $115,000.00 had been appropriated for the erection
of a sewage disposal . plant.

In 1924 a 5,000,000 gallon

reservoir was erected on the corner of · Yale and Central
at a cost of $93,000.00 ..

(114)

Years ago, when Eigh Street was the eastern boundary
of the tovm, TJr. H. · P. ·.Stai"'Illll, who was interested in selling

real estate in the · Terrace Addition, organized a water
company of his c-.·•n that served all the district southeast
of the limits.

Not long

af~er

the city bought the Water

Comp :, , ny a group living on Silver became dissatisfied with

the sta'IIDl Water Company and petitioned the commission to
let them attach their line t6 that of the city.
petiti~ri ~as gr~nt~d~
th~

Tri~

This

only requirements were th~t

individuals bear all expense of installing and upkeep

of the extension.

The nevr line was placed parallel w.i th

Stamm 1 s.

all the people taped the city line

~~ir.

Al~nost

for they received better service.
113.
114.

·B. of Co.?21.
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Records.
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case to the courts but received little satisfaction,
although he managed to make much trouble.

In the end

the city bought ·the line.
The fire

depart~ent

has been supported by the general

taxes of the city· and it has formed a branch of the municipal organization as all other departments have, but be-

cause. of the nature .of i -ts work it has served both the
city and the county.

A large 9er cent. of the county's

populd tion is found within a radius of a few miles of

the central fire station.

Because of- this fact the county

made an arrangement with the city which proYided for the
fire department attending all fires on the immediate outs k irts of the city limits.
~aid

$100.00 a month.

For this service the county

As a result of an investigation

the city manager found that one-eighth of the fires occurr.,...

ed outside of Albuquerque and he proposed thQt the county
bear one-eighth of the expense of maintaining the fire
department.

This seemed fair and in 1918 an ordinance

was passed requiring the county to pay _$250.00 a month
for fire protection..

(115 )_

In 1921 the firemen organized and affiliated with
the loc 8.l labor union.

They were irmnediately dismissed

by the city coro.-rnission and

place.

"~green"

recruits took their

So much sentiment uas aroused that very soon tne

115.

B. of Com.
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whole company was reinstated with the understanding that
they be allowed to remain in the labor union but they
should have no right to strike.

Shortly after

(116)

this a petition signed by twenty per cent. of tne qualified

voters asked that the matter of city fireman having the
right to organize be presented to the people at a general
election.
charter.

It was to be in the form of an amendment to the
The amendment proposed that the city

manage~

be

responsible to the governing body of the city for the
proper administration of all affairs

of

the city:

that

all persons engaged in administrative service of the city
were to be employed and discharged by him;
unlawful to discharge or othe r wise

re 1~ ove

it should be
any employee

or -group bf employees because of their membership in any
organization not -:prohibited by the state laws. (117)
was at this same time that

a~petition

It

was presented

asking for the recall of Commissioners Connell, Reynolds
an d Ti cLaughlin.

Both the recall a nd the direct legislation

failed.
In 1924 tli·e entire fire ser-:.;ice . was again reorgani,zed.

Four new men were

add~d

to the Centra l s tation force and

' a $ 15 1 500 truck wa s pu rchased.

A lot at the corner of

Silve r and High was al 30 purchased for $3,5000.00 and plans
116.
1·1 '7.
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made for the erection of a new fire station.

All efforts

to secure money for the erection of this building failed.
In July the mayor and city engineer :proceeded to build a
fire station on forced account cost.

It was a small

building costing only $7 1 074.00, but was well built and
(118)

has served well the needs of the department.

At the time of the reorganization of the city government in 1917 a change was made in the management of the
parks and public library.

The commission abolished the

boards that had controlled these

publi~

activities and

took absolute charge of their management.

The mayor

signed all legal papers concerning the library and parks;
he was given charge of all moneys that were set aside for
these purposes and was held responsible ·:ror their general
development.

(119)

In 1918 the city and

co~nty

combined and set aside

money to establish a park between the Barelas Bridge and
Ne0

York Avenue, where it adjoins the Bernalillo County

Court House.

Almost all of the money appropriated was to

be spent in erecting a dyke along the river to prutect
this . lm~·land from the annual floods.

·The appropriation

of the two govern."llents was about $3,000.00 .

(120)

As the work advanced the possibilities .of the creation
of a real park became evident a nd the connnissioners tried
118.
119.
120.
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to buy the 140 acres of land along the river front that
had been useless prior to the time the dyke was constructed.

They had difficulty in doing this for some of the

owners held out for unreasonable prices.

It was 1922

before the city was able to complete the purchase.
Each ye:;,r the corrunission has added some attraction

to the park.

There was a fine growth of

t~ees

of many

different varieties on the site when it was purchased.
Roadways have been built, seats and tables placed for the
conv e:-iience of picnieers and a very good "zoo" installed.
In

In 1918 -the small triangle park at Central and

Tijeras was given to the city.

This · brought the number

of parks and playgrounds owned by Albuquerque up to
eight.

All but one have had the spray system of irrigation
a

installed and are well kept!'' The com..111ission passed city
ordinance vLlich provided that no new addition should be
accepted as part of the city until it had presented the
city a plot of ground that could be used for park purposes.
· A number of such gifts . have bee·:n made but very little has
been done

t6

bea~tifi the~.

Sandia Park loca ted on th e nesa east of tovm, y;hich
'

was given to the city by the government, in return for a.
small amount of money, hQs never been developed.
it vfas offered to the

,,~far

In 1925

}:father's Merioria l Hospital

Association for a hospital site.

TI'-ey accepted i t but

84.

later chose another site for the hospital.
In addition to the parks, attention has been given
to placing parkways do':vn

the c:enter of some of the wide

streets that are not in the busy section of the city.
Albuquerque now boasts of the best park ·system in the
southwest.

This was not brought about without the ex-

penditure of a large sum of money but the commissioners
. h a ve felt ju·stified in their expenditures for these parks
are now an asset to the city.
In 1920 Albuqu e rque's population was three times
as large as it h a d been when Mr. Raynolds pr e sented the
city with the old academy building for a library purpose.
it had been completly outgrown.

The upstairs was used

for class rooms to house some .o·f the overflow . students

from the high school and the reading rooms, dovmstairs,
were too mnall to comfortab1Y seat all of the patrons.
It was evident tha t a new building would have to be
that

provided or the old one needed remodeling.
ed

t~at

Many advocat-

the school board should be asked to find some

other place to hold the overflow classes, that the library
sh ould be ~oved u~stair~ and the Highland Fiie Station
should be installed in the first floor.

The women's

clubs of the town did not approve of this arrangement.
lhey agreed to raise $ 25,000.00 f or books if the city
commission vrnuld appropriate enough funds to construct

85.

a·building.
A small fire occuTred in .the library building in 1923.
The city commission thought that it would be better to
construct a new building than try and repair the old one.
The next year the academy building was torn down and a
beautiful

library:in~1e

Hew Mexico mission style was

erect~

ed in its place.
Albuquerque has grown rapidly in the last forty years.
Very good proof of this growth will be found in the
nu.~ber

of additions that hQVe been made to the town.

One

of the first suburbs to seek admission was Eastern
Albuquerque in Uovember 1891.

Ordinance 133 made it a

part of the town. · · This brought the population up to the
required number of free postal delivery and the first
free route was established

~anuary

1, 1892.

(121)

The

next year a large area just sou th of t ovm was annexed.
(122)
ed.

In 1895 the old Bala arid Armijo Addition was addIn 1898 Barelas applied to the city for ad-

(123)

mittance .

At the time this district had over $22,000.00
-.

worth of taxable property which paid a yearly revenue of
only $150 .00 for general pUrJ;)Oses and one half tlE.t much

for schools.
121.
122.
123.
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not afford to make improvements in that section of town
for a long time but it was willing that the section should
come in if the

~eople

:pense of annexation.,

of Barelas would bear all the exWhen the people found that there

would be nothing gained by becoming a part of the city
they voted against

In 1906 the Grant addition

annex~tion.

was accepted by the city as platted.

(124) The next

large addition to the to';7TI was made in 1913 when the
1loore Realty

Comp ~ ny

annexation. (125)

presented the 3anta Fe Plot for

There were many objections to accept-

ing some of these additions for it was claimed that there

was too great an expense in bringing them up to the
standards . of the rest of the city.

In

F~bruary

1914 an

ordinance was passed which required all land speculators
to plat sufburban land

acco~fiing

to city instnuctions.

'Io inforce this each section that sought ad.mission to
the city had to present the board with a map of the proposed additions and the streets had to be graded and

surf2,ced to conform v-fith the streets of the city in adjoining additions.
!'?-/hen James Gladding resigned from the city Manager-

ship in 1921 he did

~ ot

leave Albuquerque, but turned

his· ·attention t·o a tract of mesa land on the outskirts
124.
125.

R. of C .
B . of C.
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of the to1·m.
lots

~nd

This waste of land, he laid off into streets,

parks; put in uater connections, sewers and paved

the streets •.

In 1922 when this addition sought adJnission.,

the city gladly accepted it.
was annexed.

That same year Highland Place

In 1923 the remaining division of the

Raynolds Addition was admitted and two years later the
University Heights and the Terrace Additions became part
of the city.

This is by no fueans the complete story of

the territorial growth of Albuquerque.

It is only a brief

outline of the admission of the larger additions.

No better evidence of the growth of the town can be
quoted than the United States census reports.
the findings from them follow:

A table of

(126)

Population

Years
1880

2,315

1890
1900
1910
1920

3,785

4

~·

6, 238
11,020
15,157

At the time the Comr.Gission-Manager form of goYern-

rnent v;as inaugurated the finances of the city ·were in a
bad condition.

One of the first actions of the city

manager was to appoint a

corrn~li ttee

of business men to

confer with the commission and made recormnendations as to
ho·w· the situation could by improved.

their report

follo~s.

- (127)

A brief summc:.ry of

The city of Albuquerque was

126. w. c. Hunt, Fourteenth Census of the United
St2,tes taken in the ve c:.r 1 S20.
- -:--·-·-127. B. of Com: Records. XvIII., 333.
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in a very peculiar situation according to this report.
This was due to the fact that the growth of the city
came from within and not from without, as is the usual
condition in other cities.

Its growth had been largely

the result of the fact that Albuquerque was a he Qlth
resort, a jobbing and railroad center.

If the growth

had come from without, the valuations of the surrounding outside territory would have kept pace with the

valuations of the city and the condition in which Albuquerque found herself would never have occurred.

The valu-

ation of the city property was over three times that of
the county property.

The city paid 78.1% of all the

revenue collected by the county treasurer and. received
only 41. 3% of

tI:i ·. t

amol!-n t.

To remedy this situation many schemes were examined.
In December 1918, the Commission went on record as approving the three f ollo't7ing plans.

The first of these

provided for the merging of the city and county government.

This neu unit wa s to be c a lled the County and City

of Albu_querque . ·

It was to have a11· the poYJers

veste~

in

the County of Bernalillo as well as those of the city.
Its boundries were to be fixed by the state legislature.
Ti1is rmuld be the best solution of all difficulties.
However, prejudice of some of the outlaying communities
made it impracticable at the time.

The second plan ··· -,,

89.

~as

to get the legislature to

re~djustthe

laws so that

the city could have the right to assess, collect and
handle its

o~n

taxes, and contribute its proportional

share to the county to maintain that ·organization. This
presented so much difficulty and would require so much
time that a third plan was suggested which provided for
the· repeal of the three mill levy for general niunicipal
purposes.
Other recommendations which the conunission believed
would improve the financial condition of the city were
made.

First, the

~iGht

per cent. collection fee charged

by the county officials should be eliminated and a salary

f1n1d provided for out of money appropriated from other
sources~ .

second, equalizati·on of· valuations should be

brought about in both the county and the city.
~4

Third,

a more equitable distribution of the automobile tax money

and the federal aid money should be made..
amount that could be levied

b~r

Fourth, the

the county on city property

for county purposes should be limited.

(128)

-Although tin::.e and. again the bookkeepi::i.g system of the
city had been reorganized an efficient method had never
been inst2,lled.

Each departr:ent vras run as a separate

financial unit with its
books.

checking account and set of

A monthly report vras required from each.

128.
of

07.-TI

Hebenstreit, Proceedings of
6.

~unicipalities.

Ne~

This

Mexico League
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was a waste of time for in the end the city clerk had to
go over all reports and give a final su.m.mary.

One of the

reforms that the first manager introduced was a new bookkeeping system which made the city clerk's records the

chief books of the city.

The heads of the various depart-

men ts deposited all money with the clerk, who kept records
of deposits and the funds into Yihich they should be placed.

At the erid of each month only the one report ·had to be
made.

This simplified matters for both . the commission

a nd the city officers.

(129)

The fiscal year of 1918 ended with a deficit of
$ 36,913.37 •

A great deal of c a re was taken in working

out the budget for

1919~

The following tax levy and

budget wa s ma de out by the city manager .and ac·c epted by

the commission.
Estimated Total receipts from
Licenses and Permit
Estimated Total receipts from
Water

$ 30,000.00
70,000.00
$100,000.00

Estimated deficit in the general
fund,Dec. 31, 1918
36,913.37

$ 63,086.63
- -T ota.1 expenses
Total receipts
Estimated :Heeds

$212,290.73
.63,086.63

$149,204.10

It was estimated that a three @ill levy for general
purposes and a six and one-ha lf mill levy for pliying
off bonded indebtedness and interest would provide the

91.

funds required for this pudget.

(130)

During the year 1919 the ·law limiting the maximum
tax levy for municipal purposes to three mills was repealed and the levy was raised.
the financial strain.

(131)

This relieved

At the close of the year the city

was in better condition than it had been for years. All

. judgments against the city and all outstanding notes
had been paid and on January 1, 1921 there was a cash
balance of $12,111.18.

From that time to the present

the rate has risen constantly.

This increase is due to

the bond issues that have been passed.
A ltha~gh

the tovm was heavily bonded in 1918, the

commi.ssion found it necensary to g o still

de ·~ per

in

debt to provide sufficient funds for carry ing forward
the improvements th:..t the growth of the city made
necessary.
Throughout the period miscellaneous bonds h a ve been
taken up so that the total indebtedness of the city at
129.
130.
·131 ..

B. of Com. Records. .X\TIII.,
B. of Com. Records. XVIII.,
The -tax levy up to 1928:
1921
43.38 Mills
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

39.667
39.13
41. 367
43.959
45.297
45.638

tiills

Eills
Ilills
1:ills
1li lls
JJi 11 s

155.
369.

92.

!i

the close of 1927 was 2,691,000.00.

This is very little

wh.en one compares it v:i th the indebtedness of other
growing citie s of the west and is a good sign of the
prosperity of Albuquerque.
·This brings us to the close of the year 1926.

For

a. :period of forty one years the actions of the govern-

ing body of the city have been reviewed.

During this

tir1e many mistakes have been made, but an examination
of the city records reflect the progressive development
of Albuquerque from a little sun baked village to a
city of importance in the Southwest •
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APPEIIDIX

OFFICERS
Town of Albuquerque
Mayors.-- 1885, Henry N. Jaffa; 1886, George Lail;
1887, '?illiam B . Childers;
1888, Arthur E. 117alker;
1889, G. W. 1feylert; 1890 11 . :Mandell.

w.

Recorders.-- 1885, Jesse M. th ellock;
1886, E.
Spencer; 1887, Edv.ard Strasburg; 1888, M:.P. Stamm;
1889, J... V.'. Kimball;
18900, H. Lockhart.

Trustees.-- 1885, c. P. Jones, Willaam lfoClellan,
A. 11:. 'Whitcomb, z. T. Phillips;
1886, William Cook,
A. Harsch, I. J. Sharick, J. K. Basye; 1887, A. E. Walker,
VTi lliam McLaughlin, . G. s . .Easterday, Feli x Handell; 1888,
F. Lowenthal, J:. C. :Baldridge, G. ~~!. 1-Ieylert , s. A. Hubbell; 1889, ·George C. Bovnnan; J. C. Baldridge, W. u.
McClellun, 1£.. Mandell; 1890, J. A. Lee, Calvin Y/hi ting,
J. A. Johnson, O. W. strong.4
Attorneys. -- 1885, Thomas F. Phelan; ~ ·;hi teman &
Smith,
1886, v. A. Greenleaf; 1887, :a. c. Collier;
1888, ·w. H. \7".nitemar.. ; 1889, Bernards. Rodey; 1890,
N. c. Colli~r.

s ..

Treasurers.-- 1885, N.

c.

Raff; 1886-90, Willard

Stickler.

1:arShals.-- 1885, A . "Vf. Marsh; ·: 1886, Robert 1icGui1"e, Y.'illiam Hopkins;
1887, William Hopkins, \7. c.
Brown; 1888, Alexander Stevens; 1889, v:r . H. Hopkins,
1890, \7illiam Farr.

Police Judge.-- 1885, John Oaks, 1886, \Villi8.ll
Heacock;
1887..,8, R. B . 'lzyers; 1889, c. D. Favor;
1890, J. H. Madden.
Health Officers.-- 1885, J. H. Wroth, M. D.;

c.

IL

1888-9, A. E. Ealy, M. D.; 1890, John F. Pearce, M.D.

City of Albuquerque
Mayors.-- 1891, Joseph E . Saint; 1892, Dr. G.S.
Easterday; 1893, l~eill B . :51ield; 1894, John F. Luthy;
1895-6, J. c. Baldridge; 1897, · Dr. Strickland Aubright;
1898, Frank n. Clancy; 1899-1901, o. N. Marron; 1902-3,
Che.rles F. Tutyers; 1904-8, Frank :McKee, 1908-12, Felix
Lester, 1912-14, D. K. B. Sellers, 1914-16, w. B. Boatright, 1916-17, Henry Westerfeld,
Clerks 1 - - 1991, R. V! . Hopkins; 1892, w. T. Mccreight; 1893, C. J. Rnnis; 1894-6, \i illia.m J.Dixon;
. 1897, John S . Trimble; 1898-1901, C. w. Medler ; 1902-8,
Harry F. Lee, 1908-12, John B. McManus, 1912-14, Charles
Roehl, 1914-17, Thomas Hughes.
Treasurers.-- 1891, A. c. Briggs; 1892, Sie;mund
Grunsfeld; 1893, William C. Mehan; 1894-5, Frank 1IcKee;
1896, s. M. Saltmarsh; 1897, Frenk McKee; 1898, John

s. Tirnble; 1899, R. E. Putney; 1900-3, L. H. Chamberlin;
1904-8, Harry F. Rogers; 1908-10 Simon stern; 1910-14,
o. A. Mattson; 1914-16, Al Goodrich; 1916-17, Thomas
Hughes. .
Aldermen.-- 1891, William Farr', Perfecto Armijo,
George c. J3otwman, A. J. Haloy, Thomas
R. Gable, Charles F. Bunt, Lorion Miller; 1892, Perfecto Armijo, Don J. Rankin, Geroge c. Bowman, ~red G.
Pratt, Thomas R. Gable, Edward Hedler, Lorion Miller,
w. B. Childers; 1893, Don J. Rankin, Caesar Grange,
Fred G. Pratt, Jacob Korber, Edward Iiedler , Jacob
Schnartz, w. B. Childer, w. w. Hesselden; 1894, Caesar
Grande, Dr. Strickland Aubright, Jacob Korber, Henzey
Brockmeier, Jacob Schv.:artz,, Ott.a Dieckmann, A. Simpier,
W. i!l. :t-resselden, 1,: : · 3 . Otero;
.1895. ~ Dr. Stricklc..nd
Arbright E. s. Cummings, Henry Brockmeier, gilliam
Long, A. Simpier, N. E. Steven~, ll. s. Otero, Alfred
Grunsfeld; 1896, E. S. Cut.1llings, H. A. l.lon tf ort,
Villiam Long, I. N. Horner , N. E. 3tevens, M. s. Tierney,
Alfred. Grunsfeld, E. s . Otero; 1897, H. A. Kontfort ,
E. s. Cummings, I. :i.\f. Horner, J. T . .'!Iohnston, Ji.S.Tierney,
o. N. Marron , lI . s. 8tero, A. Lonbardo; 1898, E. s.
Cummings, Samuel 1-reustadt, .J. T. Johnston, ·~:;i lliam
Kiehke , o. N. Marron, E. s. Tierney, A. Lombardo, J umrners
Burkhart ; 1899, Samuel Heustadt, ·:.-. c. Leonard, 1.r.~ illiam
John P. Kaster,

III~

Kier.1.ke, W. O. Hopping 1£.. s. Tierney, H. F. Rogers,
Sur::rrners Burkhart, Frank McKee; 1900, w. c. Leonard,
T. J. v!right, VI. O. Hopping, J. S. Veaven, H, E.
Rogers, B. I.... Slevster, J?rar1k JecKee, Summers Burkhart, J. }Jf. Moore; lSOl, T. J. \'/right, .A. B. McMillan, J. s. Beaven, Edward B. Harsch, w. F. Powers,
H. E. Rogers, Dr. George w. Harrison, Frank McKee;
1902, A. B. McMillen, Sigmund Grunsfeld, E. B. Harsch,
J. s. Reven, H. E. Rogers, Jay A. Hubbs, Frank McKee,
Dr. George w. Harrison; 1903, A. B. McMillen, Sigmund
Grunsfeli, E. B. Harsch, J. s. Beaven, H. E. Rogers,
Jay A. Hubbs, Frank :McKee, Dr. George _YJ. Harrison;
1904-5, P. Hanley, H. Brockmeier, George P. Learnard,
Thomas Ishervmod, rt. H. Gillenwater, T. M. Wilkerson,
Louis Ilfeld, Dr. George ~. Harrison; 1906-8, A. W.
Haden, P. Hanley, G. P. Learnard, Thomas Isherwood,
T. H. 17ilkerson, s. Neustadt, G. V!. Harrison, John
Beaden; ~1908-10, P. H~~ley, H. H. Auge, G. P. Learnard, Charles Conroy, Samuel Neudstadt, Steve Coen,
John Beaven, James ~orth, J. A. Reidy, H. H. Auge,
Thomas Isherwood, Charles Conroy, George H. Thomas,
Steve Coen, John Lee Clark, James Yforth; 1912-14;
J. A. Reidy, Ivc:c,n Grunsfeld, Thomas IsheI"'V7ood, Steve
Co-e n, John Lee Clark, J. A.• Skinner, George Scheer,
Ge.o rge H. Thomas; 1914-16·, George Hamond, G. c.
Gibson, s. s. Gilbert, R. L. Eust, Ivan Grunsfeld,
J. A. Skinner, George Sc~eer, George Thomas; 1916-17,
A. DeTullio, Clyde Tingley, w. L. Switzer, Jerry
Haggard, George Hamond, C. Ir~- Gibson, S.S.Gilbert;
R. L. Hust.
City Attorneys.-- 1891, E. YI . Dobson; 1892, lLC.
Collier; 18~3, Summers Burkhart; 1894-6, T. A. Finical;
1897-8, V!illiLln D. °Lee; 1899-1901, Horton Moore; 19023, John H. Stingle; 1904-8, ~. E. Hickey; 1908-1910,
Hugh~- Collins; 1910-12, Hugh J. Collins; 1912-14,
Felix Lester; 1914-16, John Lev1is; 1916-17, \tr. A.

Kelehe.r.
City Engineers.-- 1891, w. o. :~ ecor; 1892, Gordon
D. Pearce; 1897, E. A. Pearson; 1898-1901, Pitt Ross;
1902, v. V. Clark, Pitt Ross; 1903-6, Pitt Ross; 190616, James A. Gladding; 1916-17, A. E. Hutchinson.

Marshals. -- 1891, Charles r,:a sten; 1892, C. J ~
stet son; 1893, Edward Dodd; 1894, Edv1a.rd Flu~e, Fred
Fornoff; 1895-7, Fred Fornoff, Thomas Hcl'l~i llin; 18991914 Thomas McMillin; 1914-17, R. J. Galusha.

IV.

Chiefs of Fire Department.-- 1893-7. w. T. licCreight; 1898-1901, B. Ruppe; 1S02, Jay A. Hubbs
(acting), M. Nash; 1903, M. Nash; 1904-6, A. c. Burtless;
1906-10, A. C. Burtless; 1910-16, jacob Kline; 191617, w. J. Burnett.
City Physicic..ns.-- 1896-8, Dr. J. R. Haynes; 18991901, Dr. John F. Pe~~c~; 1902-6, Dr. John W. Elder;
1906-8, Dr. D. H. Carns; 1908-10, Dr. John F. Pearce;
1910-12, Dr. L. s. Burton; 1912-14, Dr. L.G. Rice;
1914-16, Dr. Cornish; 1916-17, Dr. Clayton.

City of Albuquerque
Commission-Manager Plan.

Mayors.-- 1918-19, c. F. Wade; 1919-21, Walter
Connel; 1921-22, A. R.-Walton; 1922-24, E. B. Swope;
1924 Clyde Tingley.
Commissioners.-- 1917-18, c. F. Wade, 1917-22,
J. M. Raynolds, Walter Connel; 1918-22, C.JacLa.ughin,
Thomas Hughes,E. B. Swope, 1922-27, Sidney Weil,
Clyde Tingley, \Yilliam 1ra1 ton, _Edmond Ross; 1~24,
Daniel ltecPherson, . E. H. Briggs, D. A. Mabry; 192732, Charles Lemoake, ~artin Riley) Clyd~ Tingley.
City Attorneys.-- 1918-22,

H. B. Jameson.

~.

A. Keleher, 1922-

Clerks.-- 1917-1919, Gertrude Brodell, George
Hamond; 1919-20, N". M. ·Switzer; 1920-22, Addie Mc.Avey ;
1922- , Ida Malone.
City Treasurers.-- 1918-20, H. P. Aspinwall; 192021, s. T. 'Small; 1921-22, F. w. Telfer, 1922- John
Herkenhoff.
· Cit~r 11anagers ..~- Janua:ry to June' 1-91'8, ·M. Redington,
1918-20 A. R. Hebenstreit; 1920-22 J. N. Gladding;
1922-26, Bert Calkin~; 1926, - Robert Cooper.

City Engineer. -- 1917-20, A. E. Hutchinson , 192026, F. Kimball; 1926- Robert Cooper
1927-

Chief of Police .-- 1917-27 J. R. Galusha;
Pat O'Grady.
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